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the scimetar», their adroitness with the
mined to take the first opportunity of my. In this emergency, the new Vizier
is PUeLisjHd EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
pistol and the spear, kindled the passion
HALF AN HOUR IN IRELAND.
J?,0'"11 ah
eai mng immortal fame by enlightening the knew that his head
Who ^Dar ?
The papers say that
which
finds
a
place
in
the
bosom
of
every
------- J was on his shoulders
P<SlANf|J
. .JAMES W. BARTER & CO.
I presume you were never in Ireland,’
brains of the blundering Vizier.
But
’
‘ ‘
Ten Thousand a Year” is the best novIn his glowing temper what was to be done with a commander only till the messenger of the mutineers said Morris, to a spoony-looking cornet at
Office on the Main Street, over D. Remich’s Bookstore. Anatolian youth.
1 el ofthe season. With equal propriety
ament it blazed into a devouring flame. m chief who had been a slipper maker, could return from the capital. He resol the end of the table.
lEFThe publishers do not hold themselves responsi But the flame must wait for a vent.
we say that the following is the best neved to turn the tables by a victory •
In
‘
You
are
mistaken
there,
’
resumed
the
and had never known the use of steel but marched that night to find the enemy •
ble for any error in any advertisement beyond the
5 gro story ofthe season. Where it comes
the meantime he set his vivid invention to
,V|th
other ; ‘ 1 was in Ireland though I confess
in his own awl ? His highness listened to
amount charged for its insertion.
i from, or how long- it has been upon earth,
found them ; cut up their foraging parties ;
would keep J
work ; his quick eye saw a hundred defects
[CFAdvertisements, Letters, etc. relating to the
the plan ofthe young Bey with a smile ; drove in their outposts, and fell like a not for a long time.’
is more than we shall undertake to tell,
in
the
equipment,
management,
and
man

ure remedy
‘If I may be so bold,’ cried Maurice,
L^smess department of »he paper may be directed to
said that it was excellent, but impractica thunderbolt upon the main body.
because
we do not know.
ce of disease, i,
The
oeuvres of his troops.
He introduced ble ; that the Ottomans had been in the
the publishers.
‘how lon^ 7’
vvoul,l
Grumbo was a wicked negro who had
But the troops saw habit of conquering their enemies without infidels were slaughtered in front of their
IT411 Communications, Letters, etc. connected with remedies to them all
‘ Half an hour by a stop watch,’ said
‘ theliwsoft
witnessed the ravages of the Cholera in
mes, through their lines, and out of their
ieidltO’ iaJ d€(’&Flment maY be addressed to James no necessity for being wiser than, their
°f time by ¿
these new inventions, and by the blessings lines. But daybreak came, and they ral the other, pulling up his stock ; ‘ and I had 1832 with stoic indifference, but in 1834,
{ K. ¿ReMICH,, as heretofore.
lathers.
Like
them,
they
could
shoot
an
8es> or by not¡!
ol Mahomet, they would conquer them lied. The Turkish cavalry had by this quite enough of it in that time.’
seeing.his best friends dropping off by
eagle on the wing, and cut through a tur
dy which Ihiyu
‘ i>ray give us your experiences,’ cried
still
The Vizier having said thus much
time jumped off their horses, and were out Bob Mahon ; ‘ they should be interes dozens in Negro Alley, Buffalo, began to
ban
at
a
stroke
—
reign
up
a
charger
in
full
MIS C E L L A IV Y
made a sign to one of his attendants, and packing up the plunder of the camp.
have some fears of giving the last kick
10 guard
gallop, and slice a Persian or Ctirdistan
dropping his head on the sofa, -fell asleep. ^îl'st<ipha’s qmck eye saw the danger. ting, considering your opportunities.
himself, in pretty much the style he was
?RSIAN Plbft
skirmisher
from
the
crown
ofthe
head
to
‘
You
are
right,
’
said
the
cornet
;
‘
they
M.USTAPHA,
Mustapha indignantly returned to his
j"ry can ensue,;
wont to “ fro dat next brick bat” in a row.
the kettle drums and trumpets of
THE PHILANTHROPIST. the chin. But their chieftain must be tent. Some of his officers came round were so ; and, as they illustrate a feature , Grumbo then for the first time thought
ge» when taken® 1
i.he earth could never draw a Turk from
obeyed.
He was obeyed, and his popu
ATALE of ASIA MINOR.
in
your
amiable
country,
you
shall
have
Um on his entrance. “ Comradessaid his plunder. The battle turned.
i of praying to use his own phrase, “to do
The
Mustapha Ben Mustapha, Ben Ali Ben larity instantlysfo.ll fifty degrees.
he, “ I have failed. My infallible plan has new Vizier fought with desperation ; he them.’
ill that aceoupi
Angel ob de Lord,” declaring that if he
Mustapha keenly felt the difference^ be
A general knocking ’ on the table an
Kaled, thou wast well known, long loved
been thrown away upon that dog of a slip gathered some bodies of horse from the
could only “be spared dis time,” he would
tween
the
fiiint
cry
with
which
he
was
and deeply lamented.
Tears are still
per maker. He was drunk when I went, he skirts .of the field, and bringing up his nounced the impatience of the company, be ready next year to be taken up and “ lib
section, oi!
welcomed in his next exercise of the
and when silence was restored, the cornet
was asleep when I came away. So fight
S„ < 'T°n I1!6 turl,atl stone that marks the
»ills raise hib
foreber in Massa Abraham’s bussorn.”—
spot where thy remitins sleeo 7hp'7loón nf ft|l.Iadr°ris’and ,boacclamation tliaf or fight not, we mu$t beistarved.” He thousand Anatolians, formed the whole as began —
ss and sufferii^
Some wags having access to an adjoining
fhp I>„1V • ih/------ 1 Teep, the sl.eeP of hailed his (ormer presence. But his cona
rear
guard.
But
this
was
worse
and
‘ When the Bermuda transport sailed
und happily
the holy ; the young women spread tlieir
rushed into the tent, and unbuckling his
room,
separated by a board partition, hear
worse. Their discipline was new to their
yiction of the true importance of the imoriginated
veils upon thy grave, the young men pray
sclmetar began to meditate on the first countrymen, and at the first movement all from Portsmouth for Lisbon, I happened ing him at his devotions, knocked.
edicine being
to.be like thee,, brave, beautiful and be\ proyements was too strong to suffer him rmts of his glory.
A slight noise roused was confusion. With agony of soul Mus to make one among three or four hundred
“ Who dar ■?”
Persia. This f
“ They áre my children,”
loved ; the old men thank Allah that thou to go back.
77ndhe saw one
the Capidgis, tapha saw his last column of horse fighting interesting individuals, who before they
“ De Angel ob de Lord !”
I a peculiar hl,
i
said
he,
as
he
returned
dejectedly
from
had
become
iood
for
powder,wore
destined
'vast the light of their infancy, and the
with fhp Vizier’s order for his head in one like a rabble, every man in his own style
“ What he want ?”
ts medical ipiife
one of those days in which his horsemen
g ory of t hem land. Yet thy sun was long
hand, and the bow-string in the other
It 1 he enemy’s artillery were now plavino-on to try their constitutions on pickled pork.
Want Grumbo !”
entury it be®;
had
manoeuvred
in'comparedly
on
the
new
he
second
day
after
our
sailing,
the
I
clouded by sorrow, thy name was Jong
was clear that he had not yet learned to every battalion of infantry ; and his final
Blowing out his candle with whew,—
lor the (I’m
plan,, yet had suffered him to depart from
stained by calumny, and anguish long
read the language of the talisman. The look at the field showed them melting winds became adverse ; it blew a^hurri- “ No such nigger here. Dat nigger been
act of this sua
cane from every corner of the compass,
bowed to the earth the brow that was yet the field without the waving of a sword Capidgi came forward to teach him a les
iced into soiiien
dead dis two tree week—dat be de trute
away like masses of snow on mount Hæu I must treat them as such, bear with
1783, and alii
to wear the heron plume of power and
son on liberty of speech. A Turk would mus. His next glance was at the canvass but the one it ought, and the good ship, —de fac 1”
their
follies,
and
leave
them
to
have
more
that
should
have
been
standing
straigjit
ns in curing»
the diamond chelenck of the favor ofthe
have given his neck in return. But Mus
Ladies too much for Lawyers. An
sense as they get more knowledge. But tapha was too new to life to have acquir root of a Russian tent. His horse had for the Bay of Biscay, was scudding away
ler medicineshf ipuitan, king of kings.
been knocked dovyn by a six-pound shot, under a. double-reefed topsail towards the intelligent female witness having been
it
is
unfortunate
we
have
no
war.
A
y in the ywJ
The father of Mustapha was one ofthe
ed its perfect courtesies.
He was a and ho had been stunned by the fall, and
led with acería
much perplexed by a barrister in a long
beys of Karamania, the chief of a tribe, week’s real work would teach them the mountaineer, and rude in proportion. His found among the wrecks of the field’ So coast, oi Labrador. For six days we ex
ted from Dm!
cross-examination,
happened in replying
use
of
these
changes,
as
they
would
then
perienced
every
sea-manoeuvre
that
usu

tne land of a hundred villages, and crown
only ans^r to the respectful salutation of much for the new. tactics. Was. he now
d formed into p:
know how to value them as they deserve.”
ally precedes a shipwreck ; and at length to use the term humbug*. ‘ Madame,’ said
ing
all
his
honors
with
the
glory
of
havinothe
Capidgi,
was
a
bTow
with
the
hilt
of
this compound
Jt>clo
Va7tuttijwg
€:?tering ms
his palace
Palace in
»n a the loosened scimetar, which brought the to give his next glance at the roof of a wheri,’ what from se^i sickness and fear; we the man of law, ‘ you must not talk unin
I physicians idI : made the pilgrimage to Mecca. Thus .
Kussiarudungeon ?
gloomier
mood
than
he
had
ever
felt
behad become utterly indifferent to the’ re telligibly ; what is the court and jury to
. Their long g | rich, powerful and a Hadgi, he had obBut this Was a night of carousal in the sult, the storm abated,' the sea went down,, understand by the word humbug 2’ The
fnrr»
Lrv saw
c.-,™ a 1horseman
..... _.....
»
fore, he
descending
°a bultan s officer to the ground. He then
versal and liediij.
amed the highest rank of felicity allotted
tore the order, and kicked the unfortunate Infidel camp. The general sent off a doz
deansing qualilfe
and we found ourselves lying comfortably lady hesitated. ‘ I must insist, madame,’
to mortal man ; his name became a prov neighboring hill at full speed. As he ap instrument of justice out of the tent. He
en couriers to St. Petersburg, with des in the.channel of Cork, with a strange said the barrister, anticipating a victory,
proached,
the
imperial
dragon
on
his
ion the glandiilat
erb throughout Anatolia for prosperitywas on the point of mounting his charger patches, describing the battle as a series:
h as will sustain
suspicion that the scenes of the past week ‘ that you proceed no further until you
and when the Mollah blessed the marl breast showed that he was one of the to lay the whole affair before the divam
ofthe most exquisite manœuvres, by which had been nothing but a dream.
1 use in the Am
state plainly and openly what you mean
Tartars of the Porte.
He brought des
u
°A the ^ems, he always added,
when a most flattering message arrived he had drawn the enemy into a night at
by a humbug.’ ‘ Why then, sir,’ returned
patches.
They
announced
that
the
£
Come
Mr.
Medlicot,
’
said
the
skipper
May thy good fortune be as the good
from the Vizier, apologizing for the mis tack, and routed them at his leisure. He
the
lady, ' I don’t know how better to ex
Muscovite
dogs
had
dared
to
bark
at
the
ofthe bey Mustapha, and may thy
conduct of the officer, who was on the demanded crosses and ribbands for himself to me, ‘ we shall be here for a couple of
O T H E RS,
plain my meaning than by saying, if I met
sublime
Father ofthe Faithful, and, what
days
to
refit
;
bad
you
not
better
go
ashore
head
be
as
firmly
fixed
on
thy
shoulders;
Co. .-—Gents.point of being «bastinadoed for his error and inquired her imperial majesty’s pleas
a company of persons who were strangers
and see t^q country ?’
i e xtraordinary Æ
nay hy purse as long escape public rob- was more to bite; that the Sultan had al and requesting the company ofthe Bey to
ure as to what chamber of the seraglio
to you, and should tell them that when
ready condescended to retreat before the
siati Pills upon Í
‘
I
sprang
to
my
legs
with
delight
;
vis

take coffee and receive the command of a she would prefer for her present abolie.
m^est thou’ hke him, sleep on
j they saw you they might prepare to meet
we were induced!.
infidel, for the mere purpose of destroying brigade of cavalry.
wnril
°L?f
d°F";he"t111WU
.h?U guest
S°eSt io th«
Mustapha Was in But it is as impossible to keep the yellow ions of cow slips, larks, daisies, and mut-|
wife
was at«1 ™th
Wilt! WiW
»11
1
mt
a remarkably handsome, genteel, agreea
them
within
his
own
territory,
and
thus
dren,
and bah
world where men are neither plundered
stantly appeased. He flew to the Vizier’s bearded Russian from brandy, as the black ton chops floated before my excited imag ble looking man—that would be a humbugd
(
iertihzing
his
fields
with
their
bones
;
that
ination,
and
in
ten
minutes
I
found
myself
crutiating pains ¡j beheaded, and bow-stringed because they
tent, was welcomed with remarkable gra bearded Turk from plunder. The cap
nt of each. SbJ
the Muscovite dogs, being inspired by
standing at that pleasant little inn at Cove,
uk«
boV”
°r 10nScr-lived than ‘heir neighciousness, and was in the act of smoking
Dear Enough. Two strangers recent
batan, and not, seeing the purpose of this the pipe of honor when he felt his hands tive Vizier was brought to the general’s which, opposite Spike Island, rejoices in
ly visited Bunker Hill, and ascended to
lief.-Shecom« * R
board ; where he sat, until he saw him and the name of Goat and Garters.
discreet movement, had followed his
bound, and was marched without another his staff fall under it. He then threw the
>ut three months g*-. Jt5ut all have their trouble.
There
the top of the Monument.
After they
Mightiness the Vizier, had dared to at‘ Breakfast, waiter,’ said I ; ‘ a beafealtlibeinsmj fjever was a sky which will not show a
word to the rear of the tent, where on general s cloak over his shoulders, walked
had asked a number of questions, which
‘
tack
him
two
several
times,
—
for
which
steak
—
fresh
beef,
mark
ye
;
fresh
eggs,
,Xnt
Hob Th7 neV7 WaS a
looking for his accusers he could see noth quietly to the spot where his horses were
the superintendent answered very politely,
i might their souls be speedily given to the
ing but the same Capidgi, bowing with picketed, found the sentinels asleep, each bread, milk, and butter,’all fresh.’ ; No- he told them it was customary to pay a
y until her oonfiHd ho; nl.
w • fple:, Even the beJ
‘ black angel Monkier, and their bodies to labitual grace, and halt a dozen mutes,
more
hard
tack,
thought
I,
no
salt
butter,
menced taking
his troubles.
They came
small sum for ascending the Monument.
man with a bottle beside him ; led his
1 i^.d,tches °f Bulgaria,—even had the
ready to perform that ceremony upon him horse through ten drunken regiments, and but a genuine land breakfast.
t| weeks previous»*1 the shape ol a son ; that son was the
At this they were highly indignant, and
additional
insolence
to
seize
his
cannon
‘
Up
stairs,
No.
4,
sir,
’
said
the
waiter,
iard cough Jd 'j finest youth in a]1 Kiramania, handsome
which supersedes all others.
“This flinging the cloak over the eyes of the
said they thought it was a free country,
and
baggage,
and
actually
pushed
their
as
he
flourished
a
dirty
napkin
indicatino*
:„l''‘h^it‘4ener0US’Ibraveu.and bel°™dThe old
comes,” he murmured bitterly, “ of at only man whom he found awake among
and this place should be free to all—they
at
Mg^ed on him with pride, the tribe madness tp the extent of threatening to tempting to put knowledge in the heads of fifty thousand, galloped off on the route the way.
would not be gulled out of their money by
march on Constantinople. The dispatch
‘
Up
stairs
I
went,
and
in
due
time
the
asses. Let me escape but this once, and to the capital.
to make usenj^ with veneration ; he was the theme ofthe
Indignant at his defeat. ;appetizing liftle dejeuner made its ap a Yankee! an Englishman ought to be
concluded
with
a
command
that
the
thous

at have tatofc poet’s song, of the story teller’s tale and
the world may fool itself after its own and more indignant at the stupidity which
allowed to go free to such places, etc.
and cavalry under the orders ofthe Bey
gotaiongw ^ °f the warrior’s carousal.
But
in
the
way
for the rest of my existence.” . The had sent the army into the field in a state pearance.—Never did a minor’s eyes re I he superintendent bowed very politely,
But in the Mustapha, should instantly march to ioin
eaHobXlfih fiaidst of those, bright prospects, there was
reflection was tardy, for the mutes were which rendered victory all but impossible, !vel over his broad acres with more com and said, “ I wish you had mentioned
the faithful army of the Padishah, in
in the act of fastening tfie string round his he paused only to draw up a statement of placent enjoyment, than did mine skim o- that you were Englishmen before, for
etting in ata« a SP0^ whlcb looked full of storm, to the
driving the infidels into the Danube. The
neck. Another moment would have ex the whole transaction, present it to the ver the mutton and the muffin, the teapot, they are the only persons we admit free ;
re taken.-We »1 eye of the sagacious father.
His son was
dark eyes of Mustapha flashed fire as he
tinguished the man of genius. But at that Sultan, and thus at once vindicate his own the trout, and the kidney, so invitingly we consider that they paid dear enough
geD,US; the Be? was a matl of sense, his
lead the words. He was now in the path
spread out before me. Yes, thought" I,
moment a shell whizzing through the air
roD,Wi!fS.a( aPeculat0'-; ‘he Bey was conto honors unbounded ; his quick imagina dropped into the centre of the o-roup’ fame, and lay the foundation of conquests as I smacked my lips, this is the reward of for ascending this hill on the 17th of June
ocure whichbidsb Ien* with the world as he found it, his son
1776.”
_____
tion saw before him fame, commands, The applicant of the string was crashed innumerable.
virtue ; pickled pork is a probationary
which manvofiln was a philosopher ; but the Bey pointed
The
paper
was
eloquent,
admirably
ar

R
etort
.
Some
years
ago Roger M.
save the
11 towards the distant tower of Constantino- national homage. He ordered the trum to mummy. Three others were shattered gued, and the most imprudent thing in the state that admirably fits us for future en
Sherman, and Perry Smith, of Connecti
pets instantly to sound, recalled his horse into fragments by the explosion.
joyments.
I
arranged
my
napkin
on
my
Musta world. The Sultan received it from his
UP,
F'e' '"I3- asked Wbeiher Philosophy could
sireoi. F«lf?leeP
°ut of their dungeons’ At men eagerly and told them the tidings. pha stood a free man again. The Vizier’s anxious Vizier, with a look ofthe highest knee, seized my knife and fork, and pro cut, were opposed to each other as ad
The Karamanian is brave by nature. He
vocates in an important case before a
ibets.
S.MJj length his time was come, as it comes to
tent was. set in a blaze, and he rushed favor; even read it before he left the ceeded with most critical acumen to dis
loves plunder, victory, gold bilted scimeScarcely, however, Court of Justice. Smith opened the case
through it in the confusion, and regained chamber, and at every sentence exclaimed, sect a beefsteak.
all. brom his pillow which overlooked
tars, and fine horses ; and be expected to his own, in infinite wrath with blunderers
had I touched it, when, with a loud crash, with a violent and foolish tirade against
Ih, proewef ■ one of (he most smiling prospects of Asia
that he was a Solomon.
Throwing over
Sherman’s political character. Sherman
“ V' IT« i^"10-’ he gave his Si,llan‘ and sorrowing find them all on the west of the Propontis. of all kinds, but not yet including the his neck a chain of diamonds of inestima the plate smashed beneath it, and the gra
The squadron were weary of their days of
rose
very composedly and remarked—“ I
vy
ran
piteously
across
the
cloth.
Before
teacher of tactics to slipper makers.
Sv to'a' i°n’ cn.arge
hls inheritance ; finally
ble value, he departed, leaving the Vizier
shall not discuss politics with Mr. Smith
discipline. They flourished their pikes
He found the camp in a state of horri in exultation. But as the ddors closed I had time to account for the phenome
\V. CAi*’"^8
/ t b.1S bands an emerald signet,
and swords rejoicingly, and gave the young
non, the door opened hastily, and the before this Court, but I am perfectly wil
Vt.’andM»'
¿Xa m,y.Sterious inscription. Bey the first shout he had heard" from ble clamor. The Infidels had made good behind the retiring padishah, another
waiter rushed into the room, his face ling to argue questions of law, to chop log
a part of their promise, and were advan
' w?’.’
emplsque a^d1® 01d.man’ “¡sthetalis- them for a month.
■s must
The Sultan’s barber entered, beaming with smiles, while he rubbed his ic, or even to split hairs with him,” “ Split
In four and twenty cing to Constantinople, by marching over opened.
ha felt
’ Jt has ^1: us safe hours he was in march, and the march
glancing his eye on the spot where the as hands in an extacy of delight.
M.Y.
that., then,” said Smith, at the same time
following W
He la3C,me^ar
Sultan, for a never halted until he was in view of the the bodies of the left wing of his Mighti tonished Mustapha stood : he commanded
‘It’s all over, sir,’ said he, ‘it’s all pulling a short rough looking hair from
ness’s army. The other wing was spread his Janizaries to “take away the Anatoli
°‘S defivery years'
Keep it, until
jxander
his own head, and handing it over towards
done.’
tch.
4/ 3 must-F “P’ '¡he me, with all bright waters of the Bosphorus.
ing out its plumage for such flight, as it an Giaour, who yesterday had the inso
Sherman.
“ May it please the honorable
All
hitherto
was
exultation.
The
‘
What
’
s
over
?
what
’
s
done
V
inquired
, Sheldon Hp
JaV^ said the
son ^00k the tails- showy Bey and his Arab charger shared could manage ; in other words, one half of lence to call himself Vizier” ; with fur I with impatience.
Court,’
retorted Sherman, as quick as
Ani>k to C and aWe’ Pressecl
to his the praises of the whole Moslem populace, the Ottoman host had been soundly beat ther orders, “ to lose no time in fixing the
______
‘ Mr. M’Mahon is satisfied,’ replied he, lightning, “ I didn’t say bristles.”
mv rma-temPte(t to Aecypher the who thought it worth their while to leave en, and the other half were running away. head of the traitor on the Seraglio gaol,
‘ and so is the other gentleman.’
He
also
found
his
gallant
squadron
takinoer havina®
and the quarters of the poltroon on the
«self;
t01ally «nintelligi- their coffee cups, to see the handsomest
Death from the Bite of a Toad.
‘ Who and what do you mean ?
sb'4»e Subi
language, said the soldier mounted on the handsomest horse it for granted he hqd gone the path of afl public scaffold.”
•f Wells
The
Journal de VAveyron relates that a
‘ It’s all over, sir, i say,’ replied the
Beys who are too wise for their generation,
own, foc. pff.", that™ head' f , s.e words are written, in the Ottoman dominions.
“Long live his Highness Achmet the waiter again ; ‘ he fired in the air.’
woman aged about 60 while at work .in
His cavalry and who take coffee with grand viziers.’
»r last, and bl proSven
TboiDg read by one in a
Never had the But bis presence restored their discipline Vizier,” was the answering cry ofthe Jan
‘Fired in the air. Was th,ere a duel in the fields of Saint Come, had her foot
their maini ingy day bret tlme of bfe ’ not bi °"e won the next praise.
izaries, who then instantly flung them- the room below stairs ?’
seized by an enormous toad, which held
idlers of Constantinople seen such dashin«ring or trust!
_
.
at once. The Muscovites were covering selves upon him, and dragged him away
so fast that it could not be forced to let go
■
''je
f
.°
Urs
*
you
sba11
die
riders,
so
capitally
equipped,
with
turbans
■
Yessir,
’
said
the
waiter
with
a
benign
count of tl^t; to.rarrow line^
the fields with squadrons of horse, and j-iATjri
1~1 4 -■ v»
A.
j.’l ‘
•
I
. •
_
jrjt, you shall die in a dununtil it was pierced through by a man with
protesting
against
this violation
ofr» all
so rich, caftans so embroidered, and boots
smile.
a sharp pointed stick. Only a few drops
- “ — y* “'J uuuit, so worthy of the Sultan’s body guard. mowing down every thing with their artil-l justice.
‘
Thcit
will
do,
’
said
I,
as
seizing
my
lery. Mustapha moved his cavalry to the
• q ranidlv r"»
The Bey’S V01Ge
To be continued.
The European Spabis looked on with en
hat I rushed out of the house, and hurry of blood followed the bit^'^nd the woman
1841.
-s rapidly
cover of a wood, formed them with ad
P y t .fk to a whisper.
His son
vy
;
but
the
Delhis
who
always
come
from
ing to the beach, took a boat for the ship. continued her work, but in a very short
ONER!*., k tb®
in filial’.7.'
anguish,
and
kneltt
mirable skill, and then advancing on a di
J ' .‘^7
______
The Moon. A Dublin correspondent Exactly half an hour had elapsed since time her countenance became flushed,
Anatolia, and go, fate only knows where, vision of the Muscovites who were pursu
'HE DCW
''ach
rhinf
‘d^und ’h|d
hllpof
Of<(the
tht.dvino"
dying J
h.ief- triumphed in so brilliant-a body of com
of an English paper gives the following my landing, but even those short thirty and she experienced a burning thirst, but
E,
aniel^
t,, D
uAntcx,.,
’
«a ne, is this sacred lan- rades and swore that they were worthy to ing in the heat of victory, charged through observations of Dr. Robinson of Armagh, minutes had fully as many reasons, that went to bed without taking any remedies.
them, and cut them to pieces.
Nothin0,
ngsuperior ¡nned to e .arned, O my
my miner
father?i ” The
i
on the appearance of the moon, as seen although there may be few more amusing, .In the morning she was found dead, and
fall into their rear.
Nothing could be a
could be more lucky for the Vizier ; for
!’^gX’ 7ash> f'V ;; st,,Cech
bad Perished
Pdrfehed on
P®ecb bad
autopsy of the body gave all the
through Lord Oxmantown’s immense tel there are some safer places to live in than the
higher compliment.
,
in two minutes more’bp must have been a
he pointed to heaVen, and
symptoms
of death from the poison of a
escope
:
—
Theii trial soon came. From the sum prisoner, or trampled under the feet of the
the green island:’
!
and from - ’xecute tj>(
KW^’^(h“d^^ad of bis
venomous reptile, thus contradicting the
“ The sharpness ofthe rocks and peaks
mit of a low range of barren hills in Bulga
A
general
burst
of
langhter
followed
the
(
Muscovite lancers. The enemy, at this
in the moon are quite surprising ; and the cornet’s story, which was' heightened in opinion of naturalists that toads do not
ria, Mustapha one day saw a mob of foot
ng the pie=I/D oijnd of ce
®
unexpected
check, drew back, and the
nilting,f any deg> "as Procb"med Bey by the and horse rambling about the country,
fact alone would,show that air and water its effect by the gravity with which he possess any venomous qualities.
night falling, the Ottomans made their es
i 71av break ° a I^o^Sand of the finest some quarrelling, some robbing, some
are absent. He also states that no vol told it.
Tincture of Roses. Take the leaves
,rt’^/Xrr7eard in frAnatoniaworld spread cooking, and some with their dogs loose, cape, glad to leave their tents behind canic action is now at work in the moon,
them.
This affair raised Mustapha’s
of the common rose, (Cenlifolieaj) place
xr r
J‘pha would" ProsPeGt of beauty. Gold looking for game.
J. be silliest fellows are in general the
nor has been since the invention of tele
He enquired of á
name prodigiously, and visions of glory
them, without pressing them, in a bottle,
AZ C"''hen’rijad therewere like sand before him.
worst of husbands, and it may be asserted
peasant what this strange medley meant.
The first scopes. One of its mountains is nearly
pour good spirit of wine upon them, close’
epmr mscor'd. . bu(. tg rose on the prayers of his To his utter astonishment he was told, began to kindle in him again.
as a fact, that a man of sense rarely be
seventeen
thousand
feet
in
height
above
inshore. ,rlfroo’ps ofs prosperity, and the evening that this was the Turkish army. This despatches from Constantinople displaced the plain from which it rises.
Generally, haves very ill to a wife who deserves very the bottle, and let it stand until it is requir
ed for use. 7 his tincture will keep for years
the / °f the Muezzins returned was enough ; the cause of their defeats the slipper maker, and fixed the Bey at however, they are about five thousand well.
the head of the forces, with orders to beat
and yield a perfume little inferior’to otto of
feet.”
was ef
;tbe Karamanian shep- was evident. What could be done against
the enemy, and follow them to St. Peters
roses ; a few drops of it will suffice to im
iiing’ 83/1,1 .aies;re to ip hdls’in Praise of Mustapha, the Muscovite bayonets and guns, with an
The income of John Jacob Astor is aburg. But what was to be done, with an
jiformed 1F _aid to be f the land; but the aCcla- army one half of whom were forced to rob
Climate <0jF,f]ENGLAND. Somebody says bout two dollars and eighty-seven cents a pregnate the atmosphere of a room with a
delicious odor. Common vinegar is great
aadtf/ces, in tl J the pal7e ^ousand horsemen were for food, the other to rob the robbers 1 army of banditti ? He instantly drew out that in England, during five months ofthe minute, or nearly five cents a second.
ly improved by a very small quantity being
n
—Cone- Hi?.t0 the ear’pf the young His genius was on the alert. He conceiv a code of regulations. It was incompara year, they cannot do without a fire, during
ble, and its announcement was hailed with
added to it.
‘"’A Mr. ParAg the chPir squadrons galloping on ed a ,
--------three they cannot do with one, and during
plan
for„„at once restoring lueir
their Ui5C1
disci-. joy.
“ Let all the ends thou aim’st at, be
But its first attempt at practice
the
other
four
they
can
neither
do
with
.remperate, is A* tranger Me the PaIaGe> the Ashing of phne and supplying their food ; and deter- raised a mutiny in every corps of the arthy country’s, as the absquatulator said
Wooden And-zrons are among the latest
nor without one.
when he was pushing for Texas.
ibalfof tempein
of the patents taken out at Washington.

POLITICAL.
I The question on the engrossment of the the vatious questions arising on the bill, which
C O > G R K s S
|9tb of July, the Minister of Foreign Affairs
- ; Bill was taken, and decided in the affirma-.; was seconded.
announced that ibe Regent had appointed tlie
¡live, by the same vote precisely.
j Mr. Cave Johnson moved to lay the bill
[From the Portland Advertiser.]
iiTnR1
[next day for the nomination of a guardian
r I Messrs. Clayton and Henderson were not.' and arnendmdfcts on the table—lost, yeas 13, TO THE WHIGS OF MAINE, ONP
ARRIVAL OF THE GREAT WES-- for the Queen.
The Corios hud been busy
-..........though
they had both been in the nays 153.
Monday. July 26. In the Senate, the Bank presen
tTERN.
1
AND ALL.
upon the budget, but the debate which vyas,
•
I The question then came up, shall the main
occupied the
III« UUV,
day/without
VVHUUUl
any VIOVI.1IW.1
<U1J
decision ; chamber in the. course of the day.
This Steam Ship, Capt. Hoskin, arrived oil 1of ho interest was concluded on that day and Olli11 OCClipiCll
I wish to have a word with you, will y08
question
be
now
put,
which
was
decided
in
q’hursdav, bringing us London papers M.D.■ iit was su pposed the Chamber would be pro of.the main question. Various amendments, j In the House, after some unimportant pre
listen to me?
WiH„lhe editors of al|
the affirmative, yeas 113, nays 96.
proposed by the Committee, were discussed ¡ r
the 14th mst.-—.V. Y. Express.
Stale” publish
article
!i Iiminary
iimiiuuy proceedings,
pjocceuiugr’, ibe
mv revenue bill was j The main question which was the adoption i whig papers in this XV
1....... this
T- ail
1
rogued about the 20tli of that month, to meet —some rejected,
j.......
—.. . ... -J"
some ■•-■!•
adopted.
Ì
!
~
11
1?
r»
t
Vi
ivnii« .._papers
i , j read ¡ij
The most important item of intelligence
again taken up in Committee of the Whole, of (i)e atnen({inents was then put and voted and will all who HCM
take rvo
those
again in October.
Among
those
adopted,
was
oneforbidding
Amôïïg
I...
.........
,
-.
’
7
.
,
,
’ for ‘
seems to be the now almost certain change
............a ... . .
. Mr. Holmes of upon by sections.
I I trust they will, for it shall be short.
members of Congress to procure
of Ministry, the revolution in parties wifi - From-the London Journal of Comm'erce.
A like discounts
nroiiibi- i Sotith CaroTtna, opposed the bill, and replied .! Those in the first and second seclion were one serious question to propound to y0ll ¡ABB AH
.John j
from the Bank or branches.
/
,, ,ou-a
for'bv t|,e 10 tho. remarks of Mr. Adams. Mr. Sergeant!
bring about. The Melbourne Ministry is
1 adopted by acclamation.
■ J, Do you desire to retain the political asceu j.OSHPi
The origin of the quarrel between France tion, moved by Mr. l^ing,
down, and Peel is up.
[
dency
you
now
have
in
the
State,
or
are
btate
y05
and Jho young republic does not appear to be wfiolo Loco-Forb force," but lost, excluded spoke with earnestness and power in favor |I The amendment of the third section taxing
We have no faith, notwithstanding the ’
h-« tn
willing
to ^i.„nn,«h
relinquish uit ? If you desire to i|, (
” •  i of the bill. Mr. Gilmer opposed and Mr. !i Railroad Iron, was rejected, yeas 92, nays 119.'1 WFOR
geuorallv known. We believe it was simply the President and Vice-President of the Uni
speech of Sir Robert Peel at Tamworth, tlrat
Mr. Underwood > The bill was then ordered to be engrossed : it, you can hold the powmr jg
you
haveboastiÌ /JOHN I
this:—M. de Saligny, the French Charge ted Stales, the Heads of Departments, the At Linn supported the bill.
all the
the change ot Ministry will work favorably to 1
supported it, and moved an amendment/ for a third reading, and the House adjourned, all question, notwithstanding ~
I'
the'United States, for'we believe Sir Robert d
1 ’afl'aiies at Austin, was much chagrined by torney General, and the Judges of the Su The Committee then rose, and had leave to
and bragging of your political opponent I FOR <
the refusal of the Texas congress to place in preme Court of the United Stales from ob
and the party with which he is associated to
You
have
right
on
your
side
and
you
Cai
'DAVID
sit again.
Saturday, July 31.
In the House, the
be less amicably affected toward us, than arH the hands of a French conq>ahy, of which taining .loans from the Bank.
it to the people, if you will take
Bankrupt Bill from the Senate was read prove
1
he was the projector, ami in which Louis
the Melbourne and Palmerston Ministry.
pains,
and
if.
you
do
prove
it
to
thempU
In
the
House,
the
day
was
spent
in
discus

Wednesday^ July 28. In the Senate, the 11twice and referred to the committee of the |
I.ENN I I
Phillippe took great personal interest, a moThe riots.and bloodshed attending the. E. nopoly of the vahiable trade with .Santa Fe. sing. the Revenue Biil. Mr. Dawrence, of Fiscal Bank Bill having been read a third ,whole. Mr. Sprigg moved to lay it upon the <are honest and will decide in yoór favor. ii Shall the I
lertio.ns signally put to .flight the charges
M. de Saligny di<l not conceal his mortifica Pennsylvania, opposed the duty on tea and time, and on the question “ Shall this bill ttable ; but his motion was rejected by a vote The policy of tlie latèeNational Adtniiiisi^, L the first R<
Biitish writers havq made against this coun
(of 123 to 91.—This looks well.
tion, and his cohduct was on many Occasions coffee. Mr. Alberton and Mr. Rhett conten pass?” '
’tion has been condemned by at least mnC|f(( Institution pi
try in this respect.—We changed our first
out oi twenty-sir. It was ruinous u elect the G
Mr. Benton rose to deliver his views against
The resolution offered by Mr. King, re- States
I
very offensive to the Texan government and ded that the biil was unnecessary, except for
arid liighesU officer, the fountain of honor dud
currency and business of the country, le and othe
1
many bf the Texan citizens. The French a lavish and extravagant expenditure. Mr. the amendment of Mr. Clay, which had been (questing the head of the Navy Department to , the
patronage, without bloodshed, but the sacri
present Administration are proposi^ i years, ah'
'
minister became involved in a dispute at his J. Q. Adams, and others, sustained the bill, engrafted on the bill yesterday. Mr. B. con- jinquire into the expediency of establishing ! The
fice,qf many fives attended the efiange of but
adopting measures for relief, wliij tein twoyei
eluded his remarks with a motion to postpone ]lines of armed mail steamers between the | and
<
hotel in Austin, and ultimately the hotel- but no vote was -taken.
members of Parliqmeut,
sanction not only of sound reasoi, The foregoi
Mr. Adains made a vigorous attack upon, the bill indefinitely.
.ports of this country and foreign ports, and i fiave-the
1
In Liverpool there was dreadful Riots ; al. keeper commenced an action against him for the Compromise act, as the result of a bar
Mr. Dixon replied to Mr. Benton, and con- (of selecting sites for dock yards, was adopted. ILut experience. Thousands of your late pc. Ibe last Le
so, in Cork ; also at Kerry, at Waterford and the amount ol bis account. M, de Saligny gain between Mr. Clay and Mr. Calhoun. troverted his position that the amendment of
A bill extending the time for granting mil- Iliticai opponents who were sick of the di8Js. i of the Sta’
- appealed io the Texan government lor, sup
Belfast.
'
c jprivilege of exemption Thé party most interested in the question Mr. Clay of yesterday surrendered the branch- itary
j
land warrants to revolutionary soldiers trous issue of Mr. Van Buren’s experin^
port
in
his;
diplomatic
At Rotlierdam sixty-four lives were lost at
ensued j wtis never consulted at all. He, for one, re- :ing power to the States.
.
|to 1845, was read a third time and passed, as they felt their blighting, withering ini ^lituti°n•
from
being
sued
;
a
correspondence
t he launch of a small vessel. She rolled over
noryicès it entirely. He would vote for this
The question was then taken on the in- .
a bill extending the lime foi making sur enee upon their business and their hopes,^ that the
with one hundred .and fifty persons on board. thereof, which, before its close, “became bill because he wished to give the adminis definite postponement, and decided in the and
,veys of Virginia land warrants to 1844 wasi willing and anxious to see the policy of (fc 1•extract qu
very
tart
”
;
the
diplomatist
declared
his
intenO’Connell has been hard run in Ireland.
present administration fairly tested,
tration an ample revenue for the public exi negative, as follows—yeas 21, nays 28.
(ordered to be engrossed for a third reading.
¡orable cons
He and his colleague were driven out of Dub. tion of demanding his passports ; the govern- gencies. The extravagant expenditures of
(Cries of“ Question ! Question 1”)
The Revenue Bill was taken up, and after they commit themselves in opposition to ft, hents cat
,
ment
threatened
to
lay
a
dormal
complaint
lin by the Conservatives. O’Conneli took to
The question was then taken on the pas- ,a grumbling speech from Mr. Proffit of Indi Hundreds if not thousands in this State j|{
before his court, and ‘to request his recall. the late administration liad left the govern
Meath, where he found a seat.
ment so much in debt that another loan must sage of the bill, and decided in the affirma- ana,
,
Mr. Stanley rose in reply to the gentle. entirely dissatisfied with the childish buty. Ire are no si
The fall of a part of a cotton manufactory in, M. de Saligny has ceased to have any inter be authorized to meet it. He included in the
course with the Texan government, and lias
live, as follows :
man from Indiana, and said ne was willingr travagant and wasteful schemes of Govern« rof the am
Manchester killed five persons.
referred the whole affair to the French min debts of the government the fourth instal
Yeas — Messrs. Barrow, Bates, Bayard, to take his share of the responsibility of hav' Fairfield, and do not in their hearts wish u JVe are of
the eastern question. isters. France seems inclined to take the ment contributed to be paid to tlie States. Berried, Choate, Clay of Ky., Dixon, Evans, ing aided in passing the bill, and said he look. see him again elected Governor of this^. the people <
We hasten to inform the public that the matter ti|> warmly, and a flotilla of war brigs He warmly defended the policy and justice Graham, Henderson, Huntington, Kerr, Man ed forward to the time when the proudest in The expenses of his civil posse were enq.
ffliaty for the settlement of the affairs of the is said to be now fitting out at Toulon for the of the Distribution Bill. It was necessary to gum, Merrick, Miller, Morehead, Phelps, Por scription on his tomb-stone would be that he mous, and the greater part useless and wo® re shall me
■E'isr was signed, yesterday, afternoon, at the coast of Texas. Many of the particulars of relieve the States which have expended large ter, Prentiss, Preston, Simmons, Smith of la., was a member of this reform Congress, and than useless. Now what have you to do,® trs, but ratli
Foreign Office, by the representatives of the M. de Saligny’s quarrel at his Austin hotel, sumsand involved themselves in debt by ef Southard, Tallmadge, White, Woodbridge— concluded with moving the previous question, order to hold your power? I answer,pr» |by less lie
your case to the people. Reason it out will
five powers —Austria, France, Great Britain, which is the immediate cause of this fracas, forts to improve the country, and the condi 26.
which was seconded, ayes 110, noes 94.
[people of
tion of the people. The gentleman from
Prussia and Russia.
On the final passage of the hill the yeas them coolly, temperately, honestly, truly, ty
are said to be highly ludicrous.
Nays—Messrs. Allen, Archer, Benton, Bu
Itgislalion
your
presses,
and
in
your
conversation,
New
Hampshire
might
oppose
this
policy,
Sir Henry Pottinger and Adiniral Sir Wil
chanan. Calhoun, Clay of Ala., Fulton, King, and nays were ordered, and it passed the
liam Parker arrived at Alexandria in the
From Mexico. The brig Apalachicola, because New Hampshire had no debt. But Linn, McRoberts. Mouton, Nicholson, Pierce, House by the following vote—yeas 116, nays son and out of season. Meet your opponeiiL^ host to
if they will meet with you, and discuss wif li enactmei
Great Liverpool steamer on the 17th of June, says the N. O. Bulletin, arrived on Saturday, she Jitid no improvements,—and the conse Rives, Sevier, Smith of Conn., Sturgeon, 107.
mid proceeded at once to Suez, whither an brings;late accounts from Tampico, which quence was that her population was drained Tappan, Walker, Williams,
Mr. John C. Clark moved a reconsideration them to their hearts’ content, what they haw Hold on
Woodbury,
express find been sent to detain the Victoria indicate that there were fresh troubles in that off to those.Stales which cherished improve Wright, Young—23.
of the vote, for the purpose of preventing the done while in power; and what the w.W
beso red
steamer to convey them to Bombay.—It had department, arising.from discontents of the ments. iMr. A’s hour expired about three o’
re-opening of the question. The previous now propose to do, both iu the State andNhoi
As
soon
as
the
vote
was
announced,
there
been mentioned en passenl by Sir H. Pottin- people under the tyranny of the central rule. clock, and brought him to a conclusion,— was a very considerable sensation of applause question was again applied and the motion tional Governments. If your.opponentswiil j(|eas to. re
not meet with you, meet among yourstlwi le,al a greal
ger, that he proceeded to China with full Several contemplated insurrectionshad been The House then adjourned.
in the galleries, which occasioned one or two negatived—yeas 99, noes 115.
every town and plantation in the State Mil
¡lowers as sole plenipotentiary ; that he ¡uteti- discovered and put down. The garrison was
Mr.
Burnell
rose
to
explain
his
course,
and
Tuesday, July 27. In the Senate, after the faint cries from below of “ Clear the galler said that the majority had been prevented talk over political affairs, and diffuse fe less there hi
ded m go right to Pekin to settle matters with kept on duty nightly, to prevent an outbreak.
ies.” No attempt, however, was made to do
into
every school district in the
itele Laws s
t.
:
the Emperor iu person ; and would insist also Il was rumored that the people ot the capi presentation of petitions, Mr. Benton laid on
from relieving tea and coffee from taxation, truth
Make your arrangements
___
„ to interest ewjI Iperfected t
on similar facilities for a direct intercourse tal were also disaffected, and preparing for a the table a proposition, which, he said, he in so.
by the action of the minority.
so deeply
L]inents.
i.. the
-1.1 State,
~
\ /'that/ «|W
,
being given to the ambassadors of all other revolutionary attempt. Santa Anna has been tended lo offer as an amendment to the first
The House resolved itself into Committee
Mr. W C. Dawson, rose and asserted that whig in
European Powers tn their negotiations with appointed military Commandant of Vera revenue bill that came up—for taxing Bank of the Whole on the state of the Union (Mr. the bill was one for raising revenue, and if consideration he will feel justified in be'»» I been pub
Notes.
Cushing of Massachusetts, in the chair) on any portion of the country was borne upon absent from the polls. Encourage lheciw
the celestial empire.
Cruz.
The Senate renewed the consideration of the bill in relation to duties and drawbacks. heavily, it was the north. He said that no latiori in each town, of ably conducted wlij «care by j
ARRIVAL OF THE ACADIA.
Messrs. James Irwin, Barnard, Winthrop, bill had ever passed in this House, which papers, and the reading of them also. fc. [islation on
Late from Tobasco. An arrival at New the Fiscal Bank Bill, the question being on
monstrate with those who respect your op. ¡calUiOl [)e
Vesterday mortiing at two o’clock the Orleans brought news from Tobasco, to the ordering it to be engrossed for a third reading. Randolph and Everett addressed the com vyas more equal and honorable to all parlies
ions and your character for integrity, a»M ’
Mr.
Morehead
of
Kentucky,
rose
and
spoke
mittee.
than this one.
steanier Acadia,;CapL Ryrie, arrived at East last .of June.—The cause of the Republicans
¡real an extt
The amendments having been withdrawn, the folly of joining in a factious oppaA
The committee then rose.
Boston, and we ‘obtained our papers at four. was gaining strength daily, and there is good about two hours in support of the bill, con
to
the
administration,
before
they
tawisithard
fining
himself
chiefly
to
the
constitutional
A message was received from the Senate, Mr. Stanley moved the previous question,
The Acadia* lias made, her passage in twelve ground for .believing, that not only the inhab
through Asbury Dickens, Esq., Secretary, which was seconded, and the title of the bill whether the measures of that adniinistraiia furtherance
(lays thirteen-fiotirs. She brought seventy- itants of the. Peninsula,'but those of severed question.
will be productive of good or evil to thecw ¡require so r
Mr. Smith of Indiana, spoke at some length stating that that body had passed a bill to in was agreed to, and the House adjourned.
two passeiigers- from Liverpool, of whom oilier Mexican States, will unite, under one
try. As they cahnot remove President 'fi years past.
in
support
of
the
bill.
corporate
the
subscribers
to
a
Fiscal
Bank
of
Federal
Republican
government-.
twelve were from Halifax.
ler uuuei
under four
years, aon
ask them
to wait ri
ier
lUUl jeure,
Uivu. v«
Mr. Clay rose and said that it was evident the United States ; and asking the concur
A victory had been obtained by the Fed
The election wajs over, and all the returns
Abolition Nomination. The Kennebec not
j
commit themselves, against him orlliess 01 11111
received, with the exception of one from eralists over the Centralists, in tin action bn there was'a decided majority in the penale rence of this House therein.
{
too soon.-—Tell them if theysH !ged along
in favor of a Bank of some kind. It was a
On motion of Mr. Sergeant, the bill had its Journal states that Jeremiah Curtis of.Calais, supporters,
Banffshire, in Scotland, and lour from Kerry the 26th June.
...........his
... policy commending
rnending. itself tothebi
to.theta ijfiDg
jef
measure of relief to a suffering people, and he first and second reading, was referred to a has been nominated by an Abolition Conven- find
ami Wexford counties, in Ireland. These
lion held at Winthrop, as a candidate for Gov- of
( the c
great
iie^^o^je j
..... ■body of the American
‘
yFrom New Grenada.
Extract from a pul it ahead of all other measures. There Committee of the Whole on the stale of the
were all contested*. The Tory majority was
ernor. Mr. C., if we are rightly informed, has diffusing
(
prosperity, peace and comfe
larger even than vva» anticipated. The Lon letterdated “ Maracaibo, JnJy 23. News was! was no man in the country, however humble, Union, and ordered to be printed.
left the State, within a tew weeks, intending through all the classes of the, community,i ing their pe
don 'Fimes of the 49th contains a list exhib received here from New Grenada, of the de who was not more or less interested in its
to make his residence elsewhere.
Whether stead of the distress and desolation we to nd prepara
Thursday, July 29. In the Senate, Mr.
iting a -Conservative 'diajority of eighty three. feat of Gen. Obarido, and the taking prisoner■ passage. It would be most unfortunate if by
his nomination for the office of Governor, had four years past, that it ts worthy ite, ommittees
a
difference
in
details,
this
measure
should
Mangum,
from
the
Committee
on
Naval
Af

of Gen. Cordova of the revolutionary party ;
— Boston Patriot of Tuesday.
i be defeated, when a majority concurred in fairs, reported the bill from the House for the with the ^flattering prospect of his success, her Consideration, whether as men and I
The Morning Chronicle of the 19th, says : and it is believed* that this defeat will restore
the necessity of a bank.
He admitted, with establishment of a Home Squadron, without will induce him to return, and abide the is patriots, they would not deplore
quiet
to
that
unfortunate
republic.
”
up
io
twelve
o
’
clock
The members returned i
regret, that the bill as reported, ëotdd not amendment; and the bill to provide for the sue of the contest, or not, we shall know by in joining in a factious and unlouna
Reformers. Tories.
t '^ent n<p
sittoh to him in advance. ILet
“ them
'
Navy Pensions, with an amendment striking and by.
176
Iflff
But to treat the matter seriously, if it is stand that this noise that is made agaikj and hviuf
Intended Revolt of Slaves at New- we have conferred together as friends, and out fhe second section. The last named bill
22
137
English Co u U ties;
Orleans. Inrelligeiice was received yester found that nineteen. Senators preferred the was
|al;en
consideration, After some worth being so treated, by whom and for whigs. is made mainly by a disbanded w irgu ment
__ ____
____¡ht0
_
57
/ 43
day. says the Commercial Bulletin of the 23d, original bill, with absolute branching powers, (debate, Mr. Woodbury moved an amendment what purpose is this nomination procured ? of officers, and not by the great body iil|
[which re
30
22
Scotland,
by the packet steamer-Clipper from Bayou to any other plan. But we felt that we owed to
{ thè second section, which was adopted, That it is in reality an abolition movement, people, who look on coolly and dispa^srt ,
-J____
—— —•
we do not believe : to the abolitionists, as a ly and are determined to try Presiflent h
Sara, i>f a systematized plao on the part of it to the country to seek some mode by yeas
rej
,
21, nays 18.- The amendment proposed
. 285 ; : 368*
Total,
the negroes to rise upon and murder the which conflicting opinions .would be united, jby the committee, to strike out the second party, no possible good can result from it ; by bis works, and not by the caltnnn'fe'hstrong one
Fhe Reformers have gained thirty seven v^i'nes.
this h emergenc
In searching for a common ground on which ssection, was rejected, yeas 19, nays 23.—The and even were there the faintest hope of suc those who revile him. Tell them tliiHemergenc
a Welsh county, and
The particulars we receive are these :
leason as a.a
we could stand, we looked said Mr. Clay, ]bill was then postponed to Tuesday, after cess, in any emergency which may arise, in foco ex-office holders, are not suc^ 'I season
j-i iiud the: lories have
what manner can the cause be advanced by friends to the people as they have crackd^ ,
The overseer of the plantation of Robert J. only to this body and riot beyond it. We (
‘ .
further debate.
■
[Inol obviai
yarned, .seventy?ejght seats, of which tweoty- Barrow of West. Feliciana, having occasion looked only to opinnyr here, leaving it to the
The bill for the renewal of the charters of the election of an avowed abolitionist, beyond selves up to be, and prove it too, by aneA
tliiee are in English counties, four iu fecotch
to arise ......
from his bed late in one of the recent President to. act on his own judgment, and (the District Banks was taken up, and debat what may be expected in case of the election tion of their defalcations and frauds. 1 ■die Exect
what he believed to be ne- lus own constitutional responsibility. The (ed at considerable length, and before any de of either of the other candidates ? What everywhig in the Stale put on hisw^cha nu
counties, ami five in Irish counties. 1 here ;
night; 7 heard
...
power can be exercised by a Governor of courage and meet at all times
vtvr
_7!,
, >-On proposition which he should offer would, he (
are now Only five tnembers to be returned, ro.,IO
es,rconversing
in one of the quarters.
es aiiu
Jl Ic ,
and in sh
cision upon it, the Senate went into execu
this State, in relation to slavery, which can ces the full amount of resjiponsibilily
one from a Scotch county, and four from (silently approaching the vicinity and listen- hoped, meet the approbaiion of all who were
-1’—«li
“
tive
session.
'the actual
Jrish counties.
| mg, he overheard two of the slaves discus- friendly to a bank.
render it a matter of the slightest consequence should justly rest upon him, and■ not•be'efine
In the House, Mr. Levy introduced a bill whether an abolitionist or an anti-abolitionist pine, inactive, dull and cowardly, becaffl he Legislat
Sbme.of the papers begin to speculate upon ! S!1):g the subject of a rising against the whites,
Mr. Clay stated the question of the power
the composition of the new Ministry, which I'This led to the examination the next morning of Congress as to placing Branches in States, providing for the suppression of Indian hos is chosen ? We believe that a deep game is or his friènd dici not gel the particular $ (he par^¡ ¿
1
•
I
All
An nnC [il flit L
however, will not be formed immediately.
of the two fellows, when they confessed the and said there was a point at which both tilities in Florida, and also one for the protec being played by the Locos, and that they ihe desired.
All
cannot4. Khave offices
«1»Jh sessioni
D..X
C’C.?.
..... -Gi
DanielI O
Conneli
is-----------returned>...
from Cork as .fact, ani.j gave ...
information that ......
led to the ar parties would meet in compromise.
We tion of the people of this territory, which have contrived to effect the nomination of but all are deeply interested in a wiser
well as from the county of Meath. He will' rest
................
of several others. The alarm was im- conceive that any State may prevent the in were referred to the committee on Military Mr. Curtis, as an abolition candidate, in order just administration of the government,'s with the
-.... - -resign
.... .......
ji mediately .spread abroad,
arrests were made troduction of a branch by expressing its dis Affairs. He also presented a series of reso to draw off the Whig abolitionists from the must not expect to secure such an adms and tactics
of“• course
one of the seats.
... .
’ 1 •in various
' - 3 plantations, and Jt
it . was found by sent. But it was unreasonable that the States lutions, calling on the Secretary of War for support of Mr. Kent, and prevent a choice tration without effort, constant,
The East. Advices from Constantinople
mar
A- ■' the confessions that
they all agree in the main should defer a decision for an indefinate term information in relation to affairs of the Flori by the people, that in case they should secure . directed effort.
to June 27th,. Smyrna to the 29th, «uu.«.v
ami Alext'
|be leeiti m
U..UJP
wui,,IW
-tcu receive
.v^..ed■' in 1Lon- ’ facts, that there was to be a general rise, and and, therefore, it was proposed that the next da War, which were ordered to be printed.
a majority in the House of Representatives,
Then what say Whigs, one and al. j.
,
andria to
the 26ih,
had. been
The House went again into committee of they might, in the exigency which such a you will pay the price you can havetheoif
sine
.don, tSome of the Alexandria letters b,y this i that the first of August was the day- agreed legislative term should be allowed for this
the
whole
on
the
revenue
bill.
failure would produce, procure the election If you choose, you can go back into^l<eP1,esentai
arrival represent tlie Pacha as more.inclined to upon.
purpose. If any State believed that the in
Messrs. SaltonstaII, Ingersoll, Pickens and of Mr. Curtis, who is a thorough going Loco, The question must be decided rig’/d dM|orare will
conciliate the Porte than to Weep his other onA white man with about forty negroes, all troduction of the bank would be attended
----------------A,..
ga^ernents ; while in the mean time the Porte, of whom had confessed their knowledge of with all the calamities which had been pre Medili addressed the committee. The com or the regular Loco candidate,—the Consti- you .have no time
to lose. Agsjj
boastrn»' of an army of 130,000 men, was , the intended rising, were in the Jail at St. dicted, they would guard against it by their mittee then rose, and after spending some1 tutional provision requiring, it wdl be recol- will you do, sink or swimAdff®
oly
■calling upon Mehemet to occupy the Hedgas ( Francisville, guarded by a company of vol-. dissent, in the course of the next winter ; and time in measures for obtaining a quorum,> lected, the House of Representatives to select question to each whig in th
empsqi
went
again
into
committee,
and
Mr.
McKeon
•
•
”
un
leers.
from
the
three
highest
candidates
voted
for,
•will» troops.
. I unteers.
surely if during the whole of the next session
he will be prepared to ans\ Jl|
honjit
Mr. Wise1 two, to be sent into the Senate, of whom, that Will you so soon surrender Lf
Tbe.fortifi-cations at Alexandria were still J iAt Woodville, we learn numerous slaves of the several State Legislatures, they cannot made a speech against the bill.
icd, and the
b - Pasha himself
were confined in the Jail, having confessed agree to dissent, it must be manifest to all, rose to address the committee, but gave way’ body shall select one, who shall be the Gov- canoe ? or will you bear it q-g
.Le.wg. strengthened,
I
il otite?
«v the
v..x . trial
..ial’ made on the 22d ult. of( to the same facts as those arrested in Felicia- that the apprehension of injury cannot be so fora motion for the committee to rise, which1 ernor.
assisted at
A\ H.
h conÇ
We hope that no abolitionist, who is a whig,
nns m the new battery erected near the na.
.
great as gentlemen now suppose it to be. prevailed, and the House adjourned.
havG1
It
may
not
be
amiss
to
remark,
that
the
will
suffer
himself
to
be
gulled
by
any
such
We think we have made concession enough,
“ Charge the enemy !
jpLazrtretlo.
•JUU7.ni
Cltu.
*
'
"
t
'
tir'H •
A¿,Si
r
' Twelve hundred Egyptian iovdidecksol- plantations in Feliciana and Wilkinson.conn- viffien we have made this. The Bank has
artifice.
—
Eastport
Sentinel.
the enemy.”—Eastern Arguss t
Friday, July 30. In the Senate, the Home 1
ty
frQin.which
the
slaves
were
taken
who
are
diers, who were sent back from Constanti
ConstantinoHÔ- f
Whois the enemy? T1J----the right to establish branches in the assent Squadron bill was passed. Thus another,
We were before apprized that Mr. Curtis,
d m
pie, were retained at Alexandria, in bope.s imprisoned, are owned by the most wealthy ing and non dissenting States. The Bank and not the least important object of the ses having acquired an independent fortune, was old guard have charged that \
>sel
and respectable planters oi the State, whose will go into operation in January, and the
that when recovered they might still serve.
the
charge
has
been
allowed
*
about fixing his residence in Philadelphia.
sion is achieved.
The National Guard of Alexandria per kind and humane treatment of their slaves IS result of the legislation of the Stales will be
The bill to renew the charters of the six He was in Hallowell last week, and may, for field. Jarvis charged ten d< f
•Sy
formed the garrison duty of nhat city. The proverbial.
known in the course of a few months after. Banks of the District of Columbia was again aught we know, be one of the “ association his account was allowed. /.
'
Redif or militia of C:wro had surrendered
further particulars.
Pl'tívet
Most of the Legislatures will meet in Decem taken up, and debated. The modification pro of gentlemen” who have revived the aboli like fury, and footed up hisD">in
their arms, because they were required to pay
ber, and their assent soon known. In the posed by Mr. Berrien was agreed to. So the tion paper in that place. We understand the ly about a hundred erroif’l ® ” ,
ing/ dt
The Bulletin of the same day says :
n personal tax, and the prisons there were
At the time of the departure of the Clip mean time the Bank will arrange its direction, banks are to be inhibited from paying any motion in the abolition convention at Win and Council audited his .
tftárre
’ tilled With unfortunate inhabitants who were per, the greatest consternation prevailed at and organize itself for business. What, it notes but those of specie paying banks, after throp to put up a candidate for Governor, that they had examined it^J°wi
u s hore
will
be
asked,
will
be
the
decisions
of
the
dif

iinable to comply.
correct,
when
there
were
"c
,
|
Bayou Sara and the neighborhood, and the
the 4ih of March next, by which time Mr. was made, not by any citizen of the State,
he jQ
The Egyptians were well satisfied to see inhabitants were armed and maintained a ferent State Legislatures ? A large majority Berrien said the Fiscal Bank of the United but by the Rev. Mr. Torrey, who is now lec footings to the amount of \ ?
•s rapk
these military preparations, as they consider constant watch. The negroes were tried on of them will, in my opinion, said Mr. Clay, States would he in operation. The bill was turing in the State, and who comes from Bos dollars against the State ; he
■By the
ed them.necessary to prevent tlie dismember Wednesday, and it was believed that a short assent. Perhaps there may be some half doz finally ordered to be engrossed for a third ton or parts unknown.—Kennebec Journal.
all manner of things beside ,
ment of the Turkish empire, upon which it and speedy doom would be awarded to the en dissenting States.
-dy sei
Suppose there are reading.
vouchers were produced. Srtc
was reported M. Brunow and Lord Palmers- guilty.
twenty operating States, will the utility of the
ed severely, and Cushman c&'L?
ds; ar
The Senate adjourned over to Monday,
The
public,
who
know
how
recklessly
and
ion had resolved.
fined to
In addition to this intelligence, we find in bank, as a great national institution, be essen having well earned a holiday, by close appli with what indecent haste most of the subsis whole boodle of them charged
On the 21st ult. the Medea steam frigate, yesterday’s Courier some statements corrob tially affected by the dissent of six States? 1 cation to business, this week.
determined zeal, though Sirp®
ting Diplomatic appointments were swept a- men did not suffer by their c’r/‘^ T^eyarr
■having on board Colonel Napier, arrived at orating the above. A considerable number think not. The late Bank had too many
In the House, the Revenue bill after a side when Jacksonism came into power, will “ old guard,” we make no dotibt*^ rasha of
Alexandria from Malta. The object of his of slaves, says that journal, fled to the ravines branches—two in Ohio, and two in Ken
fexecute
.mission was to demand the surrender of the and swamps as soon as they heard of the ar tucky. He had no hesitation in saying that, speech of one hour from Mr. Wise, in oppo not fail to remark the different spectacle now ger to renew the charge, and if .
^greedy
;
presented.
Nearly
five
months
have
elapsed
sition
to
the
hill,
and
a
few
remarks
from
Syrian troops who were retained in Egypt in rest of the leaders. Many slaves among the if this Bank had a few branches, at the main
in John Fairfield again, they w.'
the Pasha’s service, for which purpose he plantations in the neighborhood of Woodville points of business, in different parts ol the Mr. Fillmore defending the various clauses since the Whig Administration came into in vain ; but the tar payers of ’.{'5 k/ound of
waited upon Boghos Bey, who in reply to (Miss.) had been apprehended.
country, all its objects would be accomplished. of his bill, and maintaining the necessity there power, and not one Embassador or Charge not
_______
____ , will
Her Majesty's forces,
... u
any de
his application said, ,l The Pasha was at
The debate was continued for some time, existed for raising more revenue to meet the has been recalled. Mr. Stevenson has asked these tremendous charges.—sgj-4 I day brea’
present too much occupied to attend to the
and at length, the question being loudly and necessary expenses of the Government, was to be superseded at London ; Mr. Cambreleng nal.
ítaL___________________________ pas. Í heard in
long since abandoned Russia and is amusing
matter, but that he would do so when he had
Fire and Loss of Life. About half generally called for,it was taken on the amend taken up and voted upon.
7A
’ Pha won]
The question on striking out the enacting himself in Switzerland or the South of Eu
arranged his affairs with the Sultan. The past eleven o’clock on Monday night the ment offered by Mr. Clay, and decided in
We
understand
a
lawyer
in
Win(
|0p
’ tber<
rope
;
Mr.
Muhlenberg
of
his
own
accord
clause
of
the
bill,
was
rejected,
ayes
82,
noes
same evening Mehemet Ali despatched a barn attached to the poor house in Water the affirmative. Yeas 25, nays 24, as follows :
came home from Austria several months ago. professes to be a strong Abolitionist/and gc.
courier to Cairo, with instructions to Ibraham town, Mass. was discovered to be on fire, and
Yeas—Messrs. Barrow, Bates, Bayard, 119.
Mr. Wise moved to strike out the words Gen. Cass is willing to remain at Paris and the whole figure for political abolition, v’F
Pacha to proceed to Alexandria, and on the was in a short time totally destroyed. It was Berrien, Choate, Clay of Kentucky, Dixon,
25th a salute of twenty-one guns announced filled with hay and grain. Two horses, a Evans, Graham, Huntington, Kerr, Mangum, “ brass wire suitable to the manufacture of Mr. Wheaton at Berlin, and we hear no asked by one of his loco foco associates ™l c
he threw his vote away by voting the .* like
his arrival at the palace. The fleet was deco pair of oxen, a calf and several hogs were Merrick, Miller, Morehead, Phelps, Porter, pins,” from exempted articles. Carried—120 whisper of disturbing them.—-New York Tri
tion ticket.—“ Let me alone for that,was <
bune.
rated with colors, and fired a royal salute, and consumed with the building.
ayes,
noes
not
counted,
An insane Prentiss, Preston, Simmons, Smith of Indiana,
the lawyer—I know what I am about, ye to
Mr. Irwin moved to strike out the words
the Consuls hoisted their flags in honor of the man by the name of John Vose, who was Southard, Tallmadge, White, Woodbridge, 25.
Illinois Bank Robbery. It is rumored lose only one vote by my voting the Abohto
Abohf0 b
heir to the Pashalic.
Nays—Messrs. Allen, Archer,' Benton, Bu “ rail road iron” from the exempted articles. that the Teller of the Bank, who lived in the ticket, and by doing so I get twenty wl p,
confined in part of the building on account of
France. The disturbances at Toulouse the disturbance which his ravings caused. in chanan, Calhoun, Clay of Ala., Cuthbert, Agreed to.
rooms, and a man by the name of Car- votes away from Kent, in Winthrop
r
The bill having been gone through, the upper
had entirely subsided, but this quiet was ap the house, pdrished in the flames. The loss Fulton, King, Linn, McRoberts, Mouton,
_ ... . _
___ *L —
X.
ii •understand
* vi/4
that
1
. ■»
penter,
a«_____
merchant,
were the —robbers;
both ' T"ll
DoA ' wVxx
you
that P?”” “ JPerfecting
Committee
rose
and
reported
the
same
to
the
Nicholson,
Pierce,
Rives,
Sevier,
Smith
of
parently obtained by the yielding of the au of property is estimated at about $2,500.
have been apprehended.—»St Louis Argus, said the other; “ you are doing a smjg
House with various amendments.
thorities to the insurgents.
•angei
The fire was no doubt the work of an inceli Conn., Sturgeon, Tappan, Walker, Williams,
1 business.”—Kennebec Journal.
Mr. Stanly moved the previous question on July 21.
I Woodbury, Wright, Young, 24.
Spain. At the sitting of the Cortes on the diary.
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gazette.

The Aroostook Affair. The Demo
ci at undertakes to justify the mismanagement
and extravagance attendant upon the Aroos
took expedition by quoting the following res
olution, adopted by the House of Represen
tatives of this Stale, with but one dissenting
vote.

Whig Conventiom in Kennebec Coun
SUM MA R Y
S II IP NEWS.
The Whigs of Kennebec County,
•Ætei Court of Probate, held at
Kennebunk, within and for the County of
through their delegates, met in convention at
KENNEBUNK, AUGUST 7, 1841.
To House-Keepers. The following Re
York, on the first Monday in August, in the
u’,i?orJ ’»¡ill >, j Whig- TVoitiinations.
Augusta on Wednesday, last week. The fol cipe isjust in time—read it, and then see if it
arrived.
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and for
is true :
• ■
ediirn. '•
-——
lowing nominations were made
July 27—Sch. Nile, Ward, Boston.
ty-one, by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge
Let a bunch of leeks soak four, five or six
7Sl"MhS
F°11 GpVERJSOK.
For Senators—Messrs. John Otis, of
29—Sch. Patriot, Oakman, Hallowell.
of said Court ;
f“rk’,lli(s’l«Î?WAKIÏ KENT, of Bangor.
days in a pail of water, and wash your pic
30 Schs. Elizabeth, Merrill, New-Orleans, via
ATHAN D. APPLETON, executor of
Hallowell; Timothy F. Hanscom, of Chi tures or any piece of furniture with it. The
■ 11 Sln^hegU
•— '
Boston.
the Will of Amos GraNdin, late of
Resolved,
That
the
public
measures
of
the
na
;
M
errill
C
lough
,
of
Fayette
;
W
illiam
flies
will
never
cotne
near
any
thing
so
wash
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FOR SENATORS FOR YORK.
Moro, Mitcfiell, Boston.
Governor of this State, in relation to the disput
North-Berwick, in said county, deceased, hav
ed.—Boston Times.
I ICla!n the oli
CAME, of Buxton.
Stoic, Wormwood, do.
Ayer, of Montville.
ed
territory,
MEET
THE
CORDIAL
AP

ing presented his second account of admin
llilVe 1,1 the Sm 'iOFIN-HUBBARD, of Acton.
Martha, Crediford, do.
PROBATION of this Legislature; that they
For Register of Deeds—John Rich
istration of the estate of said deceased for al
A Good Rule. Mr. Clay in the debate up
lish it? ÇMi JOSEPH FROST, of Eliot.
Aug. 2—Sch. Superior, Emery, do.
concur in the declarations and sentiments con
lowance :
on the Loan Bill in the Senate; remarked that
ards, Esq.
3—Schs Ocean, Oakes, do.
'ilhsanï^1^
FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS,
tained in his recent Message ; that they will sus
ORDERED — That the said executor
Grape, Wormwood, do.
For County Treasurer—Daniel Pike, “ he and his wife had not contracted a store
tain him in carrying into effect the Resolve of
f yo*X,,i?OH]V
grANT,
debt for the last twenty years ; when they had
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
24th of Jan. aforesaid,” etc.
SAILED.
Esq.
a want and money in their pockets, they sup
ing a copy of this order to be published, three
July 30—Sch. Salome, Robinson, Boston.
I0“.1'* J FOtl COUNTY TREASURER.
It will be seen that the Resolution approves
The Kennebec Journal says the Conven- plied it ; if not, they repressed The want.”—
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
Aug. 5—Sch. Nile, Ward, do.
11 you # DAVID OTIS, of Limington.
the “public measures of the Governor,” butj1 tion was fully attended, and by the substan Portland Advertiser.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
MEM OR A ND A .
appear at a Probate Court to be held at
■Xe'? " !>l E N N 1 A L E LECTIONS No. 2. in the term “ public measures” we are not to tial yeomanry and business men of the Coun
Resignation of a Judge. His Hon.
Ar. at Boston, 3d, ship Riga, (of this port.) Alfred, in said county, on the first Mon
understand certainly that the extravagant ex ty. Its proceedings were harmonious and John Davis, Judge of the U. S. Court, Massa Williams. New Castle, 29th June.
day of September hext? at ten of the clock
p11"!' lb? Constitution be amended by adoptchusetts District, resigned his office on Satur
Ar. at New-York, 31st, ship Marcia-Cleaves,
nhi
the first Resolve for the amendment of the penditures, authorized or at least winked at spirited, and calculated to impart new ener day last. He was appointed to the office in of this port, Thompson, 35 days from Liverpool. in the forenoon, and'Ifl'éw cause, if any they
-I
H institution, passed by the Législature,proposing by the Governor, his careless manner of set gy to its members, and through them to the
Ar. at Cowes, 8th ult. York, Morrill, Havana have, why the saitfe should not be allow
1801, and having held it over forty years, re
, ""siness Of elect the Governor, members of the Leo-islaAr. at Hull, 18th, Propontis, Wise, New ed.
,,ni,“Stratioii 5ft 3 and other State officers for the tern of tling with the public agents, and other acts of whigs whom they represented, in conducting tires at the age of eighty, universally respect Orleans.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
,lensilres for J? years, and that the Legislature shall meet negligence, or derelictions from duty, are in the approaching canvass.
The following ed, and in full enjoyment of his faculties.
A true copy,—Attest,
At Amsterdam, 17th ult. brig Horace, White,
> not only 0fSoJ'e m two years.”
cluded.
John Skeele, Register.
paragraph from the Journal gives cheering
A Long Chimney. The largest chimney for Boston, 2.
I’liotisumlsof^he foregoing is from the resolve adopted
August 7.
3w
At Arecibo, P. R 13th ult. sch. Girard, Ste
Indeed, at the time of lhe passage of that assurances that the whigs of “ old Kenne in the world is at the soda ash manufactory
Œe laSt LeSisIature’ Prosing to the peo- resolution, the details in reference to the sums bec” will be at their posts on the 2d Monday of James Muspratt, Esq. near Liverpool. It is venson, from Saco, dis’g.
Ar. at New-Orleans, 21st, barque Diantha,
a Court of Probate, heldat
the Enormous height of four hundred and six
’ 1'!i"litii|l?l'St' °^l^e Sl£Re certain amendments to the expended, and the manner in which they of September.
Kennebunk, within and for the County of
feet above the ground, foriy-five feet diame Shorey, Havana.
l,,,^'^àh;||5nét;tütion- We endeavored to show last
had been expended, had not transpired. The
York, on the first Monday in August, in the
“ We can assure our friends in all parts of ter inside at the base, nine feet diameter in
),ls to seeil;i>|i'''ek lhat tlle first proposition embraced in whigs conducted well in that emergency. the State, the Democratic Whigs of Kenne side at the top, and contains nearly four mil
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and for
Æ
a
Court
of
Probate
,
held
at
ty-one, by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge
tration fnir|y extract quoted above was deserving the They interposed no obstacles—shrunk from bec will do their duty and claim the post of lion bricks.
Alfred, within and for the County of York,
of said Court :
honor by giving Edward Kent a majority,
[|^^Sl'’.t> °rable consideration of the people. Many
on
the
first
Monday
in
January,
in
the
year
The
Caledonia,
which
arrived
on
Saturday,
no responsibility,—but aided and assisted the greater by two thousand votes than can be
>d\ïùlHhec1'î|LUinen,S can be adduce<» >n its favor, while
of our Lord eighteen hundred and forty-one, WfA I HAN I). APPLETON, administrator
brought about twelve thousand letters. The
Governor and his advisers so far as they were given by any other county in Maine.”
of the estate of Milton Smith, late of
by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
postage on those for New York was a little
isiefid scheme* re are no serious objections to the adopDover, N. H., deceased, having presented his
able. They believed, lhat at such a moment
Court :
more than sixteen hundred dollars.' There
Accidents. While the evening train of was sent from the Post Office to the Britan
not in their h«fer °f tke amendment.
ARGARET CHAPMAN, administra first account of administration of the estate
party considerations would be disregarded
'‘■’EfHlovernore'iVe are of opinion, also, that the interests and party tactics thrown aside by the major cars, from Boston to Worcester, was pas nia, nine thousand letters, and there were
trix of the estate of Charles Chap of said deceased, for allowance :
ORDERED—-That the said administrator
ew!iff’he P®01“® <!° n°‘ reqU're lhat 1116 Legrslaman, late of Sanford, in said county, deceased,
sent
from the Post Office that day in all di
sing
near
Framingham,
on
Tuesday,
a
pair
ity, and that they ought not and need not sus
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
having
presented
her
first
account
of
admin

rections,
twenty-five
thousand
lettersand
sev

1)W wliathaim3 sbab meet ofiener than once in two pect them of misapplying the means placed of oxen attached to a hay wagon suddenly
enty-five bushels of newspapers.—Boston istration of the estate of said deceased for al ing a copy of this order to be published, three
across the track—the engine struck the Transcript.
ir power? | ¡uis,s» but rather that they would be promo- at their disposal or in any way abusing the ran
1
lowance; also on her petition for an allow weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
Mple. Reason it^by^ less Sequent meetings of that body. confidence reposed in them, when the ques wagon and was overturned, and the tender
ance out of the personal estate of said deceas zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to he
MELANCHOLY ACCIDENT.
ed :
’I’eiatel.vjioirt 3, people of this State have been complete- tion at issue was one of such momentous thrown
upon it. The engine man was se
'
Capt. Oliver Fairfield, jr. of the schooner
ORDERED—That the said administratrix held at Alfred, in said county, on the first
verely,
but
it
is
hoped
not
dangerously,
ason.
and every year has ad- consequence to the whole people, and one in
Mercham of Perrysburgh, sou of Capt. Oliver give notice to all persons interested, by caus Monday of September next, at ten of the clock
'villi’yon.aX;'ahost to our Statutes, in the shape of reference to which there was no diversity of wounded.
No other person was injured. bairfield of Fort Wayne, was drowned in ing a copy of this order to be published three in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
uts’content,enactments, and amendments and re- feeling, and the circumstances were such lhat The oxen escaped unhurt.------ A sad acci Lake Erie on Friday night, July 9th, at two weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga have, why the same should not be allowed.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
wer, and ivlunlls of old ones, until our Statute Books had appropriations must of necessity be made at dent occurred at Erie, N. Y. on Saturday minutes past two o’clock. The circumstan zette printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
A true copy,—Attest,
ces
as
given
to
his
father
by
a
person
acquain

that
they
may
appear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
^bo^Hl^feme so redundant, mystified and unintelJohn Skeele, Register.
hazard and powers of a somewhat extraordi night last. The steamer New England made ted with lhe natuue of the accident, are as be held at Alfred, in said county, on the first
August 7.
3W
!,s t0 render a revision of ,he whole nary character be granted to the Executive. the entrance to the harbor and the yawl boat follows
“ His watch upon deck was just a- Monday of September next, at ten of the
was
lowered
to
land
a
family
consisting
of
6
bout
up,
and
he
had
called
up
his
Mate
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
plantation in ilij3» al a great expense, absolutely necessary, They were disappointed. The affair was
a Court of Probate, heldat
fl nflairs/andd'èss there has been gross remissness, our managed badly by Gov. Fairfield and the persons. The boat leaked badly and the party Thomas Hubbell, to take his place. The they have, why the same should not be alKennebunk, within and for the County of
school district wdute Laws should now be so far completed end thereof was, that certain party favorites made for the pier. On reaching it one of the Schooner was then five miles off Erie, Pa., lowed.
York, on the second day of August, in the
the wind was blowing a perfect gale at the’
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and for
^XXid^Ferfected as t0 require few addhî°ns and lined their pockets handsomely and the peo hands was directed to make fast the painter, time, and he was endeavoring to shorten sail
A true copy,—Attest,
ty-one, by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
will feel jus!fe ndinenls* A new edition of «hem has ple gained nothing except a large addition to and the ladies were requested to step forward. and was taking a reef in the mainsail, when
oj said Court :
August
7.
3w
the
boom
tackles
gave
way,
a
sudden
squall
»oils. Encourt been published, prepared with the ut- the State debt, and the certain prospect of Instead of doing so, however, the whole par
FgAHEODORE WELLS, named executor
struck
her,
and
the
sail
jibed
over,
and
carri

n, of ably confet care by judicious and competent men. high taxes for years. And if the people are ty endeavored lo gain the pier at once. The
in a certain instrument purporting to
ed him overboard. The Mate immediately M a Court of Probate, held at be the last will and testament of Lois Hatch,
ending of thei»iislation on subjects of general interest, true to their own interests, they will not again boat careened, capsized and three of the par
rounded too, cut away y)e small boat, and
Kennebunk, within and for the' County of late of Wells, in said county, deceased, hav
anicteTfor ïir ’ caunot be required for years to come to entrust the helm of State to ment who have ty were drowned.
the Mate of lhe Caroline who was on board
York, on the second day of August, in the ing presented the same for’probate :
with the men, went out lo his relief. He
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and for
ng in a /aelwfeat an extent as in years past,
managed so wretchedly for their employers,
ORDERED—That the said executor
Fire. A dwelling-house and two barns, called out to “ Tom,’’(the mate) several times
ty-one,by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ration, before ftor is it hardly possible that private acts, for either through incompetence or some other
when
the
small
boat
was
making
towards
of said Court:
ing a copy of this order to be published three
sines of lliatatfimherance of local or individual interests cause more deserving of censure and lhe situated on the Ferry road, in Saco, were him. The night was very dark and most unUMNER SHAW, named executor in a weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
burnt on Saturday forenoon, last week. They
woÎi^
rnUch lhne foryears t0 cotne as withdrawal of confidence.
foitunateiy he had on a thick over coat of the
certain instrument, purporting to be the zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
were owned, and occupied and improved by mate’s, at the time, and before be could reach
last will and testament of Abraham Shaw
,
■ars, ask there fc'ea,s ^ast* A considerable portion of the
appear
at a Probate Court to be held at
>r. Editor:—I hear it stated, that Aaron Messrs. Lewis and Henry Ridlon. The fur him he sunk to rise no more. Every thing late of York, in said county, deceased, having
»selves against riess of this description has always been Maxwell
Alfred,
in said county, on the first Mon
is appointed Inspector of the Customs niture in the house, about twelve tons of hay was done in the power of the crew to save presented the same for probate:
day of September next, at ten of the clock in
in.—Telliliereif'ged along from session to session, at Ogunquit. This is an office created solely for
him,
and
one of the men came near losing
ORDERED—That the said executor give I the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
untneitflingMiring at least two years for its disposal’ his benefit. There was, for a few years, an In in the barns and from four to six cords of his life in getting on board again.”
notice to all persons interested, by causing a have, why the said instrument should not be
spector of the Customs at Ogunquit, but he was wood were also consumed.
An aged lady,
In
regard
to
the
deceased
we
know
com

copy of this order to be published three proved, approved, and allowed as the last will
erhv,notice of the intention of pre^ discharged, by order of the Secretary of the
the only inmate of the house at the time the paratively nothing, except that he spent a few weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
lasses of the coirn^ tbe’r Petni°ns, by the parties interest- Treasury, more than a year ago, as unnecessary.
and testament of the said deceased.
months here with his father previous to his go zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
ess and desotoiM preparations for prompt action before Is the appointment of an officer there, at present fire broke out, was rescued with great diffi ing to the Lake, and that during his stay here
beneficial to any body but Mr. Maxwell ? 1. Did culty, being considerably burned.
appear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
held
at
Al

A true copy—Attest,
The fire be was highly esteemed by those who became
kM,thatitiswil,committees, private claims and requests he have the promise of it, for partizan services
fred, in said county, on the first Monday of
John Skeele, Register.
originated from a wooden oven mouth.
üiÆS bC'lis|'0Se<l of as spee«Iily as under the before the late election ? 2.
acquainted with him. We cannot do him September next, at ten of the clock in the fore
Old Wells.
August 7.
3W
We thought Brother Remich bragged, in his
better
justice
than
to
insert
the
article
below
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
cIiousari ui«FCaH1.iOIj'an,i at !ess cosl « the State.
The Drought continues in
paper, lately, that he had reduced, the expenses,
— this
----- vicinity
------ ---j from the “ Maumee River Times,” the editors the said instrument should not be proved, ap
Sheriff’s Sale.
vivante. Let tenf‘eved tbat the interests of the j and, if we understood him aright, the number of j and O
gives
a sombre
hue to Ul
vegetation
of all of which were intimately acquainted with proved and allowed, as the last will and test
---------IV, vcgcianuii:
Uil
York ss.—June 26, 1841.
—
S
*
)iso that is inrelugo¿buffer by the proposed measure. 1 officers in his Collectoral District. 3 Wonder,1 * * ■
him.
ament of the said deceased.
kinds. The grass lands have the appearance
Y virtue of an Execution in my hands
ainly by a disbanijàrgument that emergencies sometimes in addition, if brother R’s own salary is reduced’
The schooner got into Buffalo on tho day
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
from what was formerly paid in the same office of having been scorched by the fire. Corn
for collection against John Wentworth
A true copy,—Attest.
following, and all the shipping in port had
oneoollySfel "'’1'?11 req"i,e ,he ea‘qy »Mention and and for the same duties ? 4 Do tell us about
of Lebanon, in said County of York, yeoman,
and potatoes are suffering exceedingly and their flags halfmast high, as well as the flags
John Skeele, Register.
i have taken on execution and shall sell at
lined tonytaî1 oi lhe representatives of the people is these things, br. R.—Saco Democrat.
August 7.
3\V
the crops of both these staples must be very up in the city.—Fort Wayne Sentinel.
Public Vendue, at the store of Oliver Wors! not by lire abstrong one in favor of frequent sessions,
COMMENTS.
light. A drought, so early in the season, of
Death Loves a Shining Mark. It is
ter, in ^Berwick, in said Count}’ of York, on
him. Telllta emergencies are as likely to happen at
1 All flummery, neighbor, as you need not equal duration and severity is not within the with feelings of melancholy, that we are call ©O o Court of Probate, heW til SATURDAY, the seventh day of August
Mers are noi^ason as anotherj so thal annua| sessjons to be told. Mr. Maxwell, for several years
ed upon to record the death of Capt. Fair
Kennebunk, within and for the County of next, at two o’clock in the afternoon, all the
recollection of any one among us. Grain in
York, on the first Monday of August, in the estate, right, title and interest which the said
field, of the schooner Merchant. During a
<rprove?t too'i?1 n°l obviate the difficulty, and the pow- prior to 1829, held the office of occasional
many places has been cut down for fodder severe squall, on Friday night last, when off'
year
of our Lord eighteen hundred and for John Wentworth has by virtue of a contract
iilcations anil ixfite Executive to call an extra session Inspector at Ogunquit, and received pay for and the prospects of the farmer are indeed Erie, he became suddenly entangled in the
ty-one, by the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge in writing, to redeem, or to the conveyance,
ie Stale put wl such a measure is necessary meets all services actually perforiped, some years per melancholy.
mainsail, and was knocked overboard by the
of said Court :
of the following described real estate, viz. a
t at all tiinesffijiants of (he cage.
haps a dozen dollars, some years less, and
boom. The small boat was immediately cut 7MARY CRAM, administratrix of the es- certain tract or parcel of Land, situate in Leb
' nnm! I^>lhe aC‘Ual Wants of the Pub,ic ’’^»b-e some years nothing. When Gen. Jackson
tate of John Cram, late of Sanford, anon, aforesaid, with the buildings thereon,
Drought. The Troy (N. Y.) Whig states away, but all attempts to save him proved
unavailing, as the night was extremely dark, in said county, deceased, having presented
¡1 and cowardhJ‘ie Legislature meet annually ? Laying first came into power, the office oipermanent that the Drought in that section is excessive. and the vessel was riding such a gale as she her first account of administration of the es and bounded southerly and westerly by land
of Samuel Kenney ; northerly by land of
not get the pacthe
which is transacted Inspector was created at Ogunquit, with a sal 1 he same complaint is heard in the northern had not experienced before this season, with tate of said deceased for allowance :
Theodore Lyman; easterly by {he road lead
cannot haveofejh session, at the public expense,—dis- ary of $100, and an effort was made by the part of Ohio. The crops will be very short.— her whole canvass, spread.
ORDERED—That the said administratrix ing from Palmer’s Mills,,so called, to Legro’s
Capt. F. had but few acquaintances in this give notice to all persons interested, by caus Coiner, containing one hundred acres, more
‘"f'ïhe^ W'th lhe pa,l,gan sPeeches, manœu- ‘ democracy' hereabouts to get the compensa In Essex, Clinton, Saratoga, and Washing
place, but those who knew him, knew him ing a copy of this order to be published or less, and is the same farm on which said
secure à i,ndtactics wbicb are brought into play tion fixed at a much higher rate. The office ton Counties, N. Y. the crops of every de
but to respect him ; and by them his untime three weeks successively in the Kennebunk Wentworth now lives.
ffibrt, conslanlf how many days are required to per- was discontinued, about a year since, when it scription never looked better.
ly demise is deeply lamented. He was one Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
Conditions, etc, at sale.
of our gay party on the 5th, and was then in ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court to
the legitimate business of the Legisla- was found that the prospects of ‘ the party’
MARK E. MARSHALL, D. Sh'ff.
From Florida. The last advices from the vigor of health ; and it was on the 6th we be held at Alfred, in said county, on the
Berwick, July 24.
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iiigi?, ow Uthe business which the people send were on the wane, and that the large sum
gave
him
our
parting
hand,
and
wished
him
a
first
Monday
of
September
next,
at
ten
of
the
□ ¿SSii repreSentatives t0 transact and ab they paid to Inspectors in this district was openly Col. Worth, in Florida, bring intelligence
Ust of Inciters
that about fifteen Indians had come in from “ prosperous voyage ;” how little did we then clock in the forenoon, and shew causé, if
st bo decided/orare yd!îng to pay for? Would not condemned by all parties. The creating the
think we should so soon be called upon to any they have, why the same should not be
Remaining in lhe Post- Office al Kennebunk
Big
Cypress
Swamp.
—
A
few
ofCoacoochee
’
s
drop a tear to his memory.
allowed.
to lose.
h affnj^ ^ile time for its full discus- office was needless, and the entire abandon
port, July 1, 1841.
[Capt. F. was a native of Kennebunk-port.]
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
....................
or sunm
■-fio.,. b,y ,,e;,e’^/"inance ? And would ment of the port was wrong. There should people had come in at Tampa and eighty to
B. C. D. G. H. K. L. M.
A
true
copy
—
Attest,
whig in th1
empbque an rnont|1Sj evei.y ot|)er be an officer at Ogunquit authorized to per a hundred more were confidently expected.
O1LAS BAKER—Asbury Coldwell, Miss
L ADTEST_FA’IR .
John Skeele, Register.
ed lo ans\ jg(j Xs' Hela,,1!i"ary liTeS’ for lhe
Lydia Coleman —William Davis—Chas.
August 7.
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form duty, when duty is required to be per
The Ladies of the First Parish Sunday
surrender &
Boston and Portland Rail Road. An 'School Society, propose holding a Fair on
Goodwin, David Gookiri—James Hatch—
u bear it .ml cor3 deliveis'“ess wlnch would formed, and when necessary duty is perform other section of this road has been completed,
the 2d of September next, the avails of which Jlta CourtofProbate, heldat Samuel Kimball—D. W. Lord, Theodore J.
ed it should be paid for. Mr. Maxwell was,
bave^1 musE : °Ul Legislators ?
Larrabee, Robert Littlefield, John Littlefield
and it was opened on the 28th as far as New will be devoted to lhe promotion of Tem
Kennebunk, within and for the County of —Miss Olive E. Miller.
------—-—
, said the® enormous expense therefore, reinstated in the same office which Market, distant fifty-seven miles from Boston perance.
York,
on
the
second
day
of
August,
in
the
rnemy I
P. R. S. T. W.
Contributions from other Societies, or from
,
to Ch their attendant trav- he held prior to Jackson’s election and on the and eight from Dover.
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and for
tern ArgusSamuel Pope—Mrs. Martha Robinson—
individuals interested in the cause, will be
thd my ma'-s, pages, etc. etc.
If same conditions. The office may be beneficial
ty-one,
by
the
Hon.
WM.
A.
HAYES,
Judge
letny ? Tljpr
The Directors promise that the road shall gratefully received and duly acknowledged.
Amos Stevens, Simon O. Smith—Larrance
of said Court :
wself ; ant a place for annual to government, but if it is not will cost nothing
larged that c ,
E. Tapley, Mrs. Lydia A. Tindell—James
be completed to Dover and in readiness for Articles contributed may be forwarded to the
DWARD
CARD,
named
executor
in
a
sb
*he
Subhtes,
calculate
chances,
—if it is, is worth the cost.
>en allowed
Wakefield, Johnston Webber. [21 Letters.
President of the Society, Mrsi E. H. Edes, or
the cars by the first of September.
certain instrument, purporting to be the
ttatjjy head-party machinery, the
rged ten dy
OLIVER BOURN, P. M.
2 We feel authorized to say, that the office
to the Secretary.
E. W. HATCH, Sec.
last will and testament of William ClarkJuly
,
31.
3W
aluweili.-;»ini pio&ven.
ft, jet tfiem assernbie was never promised to Mr. M. for partizan
Kennebunk, Aug. 7.
The Surplus. The good people of Ports
late of Lyman, in said county, deceased, hav
>'P hl%sd
services.
ing presented the same for probate :
ingy ay re'^ilL at their own “ cost
mouth voted, on the 26th ult. to distribute the
Salt.
to.,-arrow line, , ,
BRIGHTON MARKET.
ORDERED — That the said executor
3 There was no “ bragging.” A simple Surplus Revenue, deposited with the town,
dited his
*
,a«,’rt.)Lirhoreofw^d» '>°twjsh to
HHDS. Lisbon Salt, suitable for
[Reported for the Boston Daily Advertiser.]
give
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
caus

itnined it,^-- r he journt's“ndl>rofitlcssdebates fact was stated. The Inspectors’ fees for the among the inhabitants per capita! A poor
salting hay, just received and lor
Monday. August 2, 1841.—At market 260 Beef ing a copy ofthis order to be published three
lere were P
JAMES LORD.
Cattle, 25 Cows and Calves, 3000 Sheep, and 25 weeks successively, in
the Kennebunk sale by
jmuuln of .. ..s rapidly
aa~ f»» P»»; last ten years were from sixteen hundred »0 move, it will be found.
Swine.
„
*
unount
Kennebunk, July 31.
tf
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
»State; he
the scnvold,ng annual political twenty-two hundred dollars annually—now
Prices Beef Cattle—.A small advance was effect
Recovered. A large portion of the mon ed on the best Cattle. VVe quote first quality $6 a 6 may appear at a Probate Court to be held
they
are
from
six
to
seven
hundred
dollars.
ngs beside 1 S/My sent offpromote the interests,
Silver Pencil Cases.
25 ; second quality $5 a 5 50 ; third quality ^4 a 4 75. at Alfred, in said county, on the first
oduced. fe
‘ds ; and biA'Jn any way or manner There were five permanent Inspectors in this ey recently stolen from the Jacksonville
Ca/res—Sales were noticed at $ 19, ¿22, Monday of September next, at ten of the clock
LOT of Silver Pencil Cases,—variety of
, in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
district—there are now but two, and an occa Branch Bank has been recovered. An anony $¿6. $30 and $37.
Cushman c^ jnej (O coun
patterns—at very low prices,—this day
ihXhbs^^^>dsearenot i)ai ‘y q»“- sional Inspector.
mous letter informed where the money was 2 37AT75L°ld " J6 S°ld at 1 25‘ 1 33’ ’ 62 1 88' 2 12, they have, why the said instrument should not
received and for sale by
D. REMICH.
be proved, approved and allowed as the last
Kennebunk, July 31.
tf
Swine—Very few at Market and few sales.
4 Yes. There is no salary attached to the concealed. The teller had been arrested.
erby° their c.asba of Kar‘will not be treated as
will and testament of said deceased.
make no doubtecJte the su view> important ones office. The Collector receives nothing but
Attest,—John Skeele, Register.
Whig Convention in Somerset. A whig
Notice.
charge, and if .eedy and \refuj reflection of ev- fees and commissions, and pays all the ex
A true copy—Attest,
AME into the enclosure of the subscri
Convention,
for
Somerset
Senatorial
District,
again, they w;Ond of confi} ten
of the
JdiiN
S
keele
,
Register.
MARRIED
—
In
Portsmouth,
29th
ult.
Mr.
penses of the office for clerk hire, stationery,
ber, on Monday, July 19, a chesnut
August 7.
3W
held at Skowhegan on the 29th ult. nominat James Newberry of York, to Miss Mary Jane
tax payers oj f any degree
...
,, .
colored MARE, with a white stripe in the
XU Will ay break theve be ,eve’ vvould b® blanks, (with a few exceptions,) wood, etc.
Vennard of P.
ed Joseph Spaulding and Enoch E. Brown
face, dark mane and tail, and white legs—ap
In Saco, Mr. Albert Dodge, to Miss Olive
s charges.—5eard in frontlts and C0ldd not pos- And his pay has been reduced. Some of the
Alirjed Academy.
parently about eight years ol<l. The owner
for Senators ; Amos Shed for County Treas Fairfield.
fees
have
been
reduced
from
twenty
to
forty
1 ha would h«d,c weal.
HE Fall Term of this Institution will is requested to prove property, pay charges
per cent, and some have been abolished alto urer, and William Titcomb for Register of
commence on Wednesday, the twenty and take her awav.
‘bd there beerp v p ,vrp
OBITUARY.
Deeds.
gether. And every cent of fees so reduced
fifth of August next, under the care of Mr.
THOMAS CURRIER.
I a > JF:r - is e ; but the
*
strhe mornirbops of fiv Master at Buxton, in and abolished is so much taken from the an
Kennebunk-port, July 24.
3w
DIED
—
At
Havana,
June
30th,
Mr,
J
ohn Louis Turner, an accomplished and expe
(f/^The Somerset Journal (whig) at Nor
Smith, seaman, of barque Diantha.—On board rienced Instructor.
fokople for hiled the Coureraovednual pay of the Collector.
j
ridgewock, has been discontinued, and has barque Diantha, of yellow fever, on her passage
N. D. APPLETON, Sedy.
Settle up Accounts,
iis ltic the crlr was expe------------Is our neighbor of the Democrat answered ? 1
Alfred, July 31.
3w
been succeeded by the “ People’s Press,” from Havana to New Orleans, Gustavius
awa^ie song^sire to indfl’tiser says—We learn
ITH the subscriber, who contemplates
also devoted to the support of whig principles. Clough, son of Mr. Willard Clough, of Bos
discontinuing his business in, and
nw ° s
thud to be st£*e following persons as
ton. Mr. Dennett, mate,of Portsmouth, N. H. Revised Statutes of Waine—•
Mrs. Kinney’s memoirs, written by hermoving from, this town ;—therefore, all per
In Saco, Miss Sarah Berry, aged 45 years.
o b Bower rfthe palac?!°tm\bave been dis- selfj have been published in a small volume,
1841.
A German newspaper says that when Maria Augusta, daughter of Mr. Nathaniel Seasons who have accounts with him, are resinV'ons of tme. His sroæ:
UST published, in one large 8 vo. volume, pectfully requested to call and make immediby J. N. Bradley & Co. of Boston.
Fanny Elssler made her entrance into vey, aged 15 months.
well bound. Price $2,50 each. F
In Waterboro’, Mrs. Abigail, wife of Mr. J. K.
Kent gratefuig the chanhn
Eustiss, and John
For ale payment or settlement.
Richmond, her carriage was drawn by six
Fessenden of Woburn, Mass., aged 44 years.
sale by
D, REMICH. |
ENOCH COUSENS,
id thaï. ThWangei Mi, County of Oxford.
The Revised Statutes are now in force, members of the American Congress I
In Quincy, Fla. Mr. Samuel S, Low of Maine, '
Kennebunk, July 17.
tf
Kennebunk, July 7.
if
y.ou Sbefo;
HP,
1----- :------------ ANO AL IUH;SATITRPAV» AUGUST 7, 1841.
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Ww«Ewglaod Truss Maim
factory.
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Coughs, CoMS? and all Bisea^es of the Idling®.

BrandretlPs

VEGETABLE and Universal i
proved by the experience of [J
rniHE VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALbe, when properly persevered with
II. SAM is believed to be deservedly the most cure in every form of the Osly q’1
itting up and sitting down
rSNHE peculiarities of this Chemical ComJL
pound are owing to its extraordinary
popular Medicine ever known in America, for i all having the same origin, and inv». i
A cha.p once told St. Patrick’s Dean,
coughs, colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption, from
effects upon the animal fibre or nerves, lig
frnm the
thn UNIVERSAL
TTNTVERSAL ROOT
unnm of7i1«
While rising from his seat, “ I mean
whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFFpJ
aments and muscles ; its virtues being' car
To set iip for a wit.”
every
kind.
ried by them to the immediate seat ol dis
tion of the BLOOD.
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been
a Ah !” quoth the Dea.n, “ if (bat be true,
In a period of little more than thm
ease, or of pain and weakness.
very extensively used for about twelve years; the United States, they have restored!
The very best thing you can. do
Ilowever
internal
’ ~ • good
c*...... any
-- J
.
, remedy
. I l may
and its.reputation has been constantly increasing. health and enjoyment over ONE Ht
as an
be this, a„
„„ externa!
____ 1 application,
„ , ' “*will
”'11 prove,
Is
to, siA,”
So universally popular has this article become THOUSAND persons, who were™,
a powerfid auxiliary in removing the dis
that it may now be considered as a standard arti incurable ^.y physicians of the
ease
and
lacilitatin.g
the
cure
in
cases
of
Lo

Too many, like that .would be wit,
ol
cle in a large part of the United States and Brit standing, and in many cases when ej
cal Inflammation, Scrofulous- Affections,
ish Provinces. Many families keep inconstantly remedy had been resorted to in vain '
Set lip for what they are not fit, ■
King’s Evil, Gout, inflammatory and Chron
by them, considering it the most safe as well as
And always lose their aim ;
In all cases of Pain or Weakness -»i
ic Rheumatism, and in all cases where sealed
certain remedy for the above complaints. The be chronic or recent, whether it befe
Set up for wisdom, wealth, renown,
Proprietors have received, and are receiving pain in the side, whether it arise frou'
pain or weakness exists.
what sort of Truss is best to adapt to all the cases that
THEY GIVE LIFE, ELASTICITY AND VIGOR
But end the farce by setting down
numerous recommendations from many of our tional or from some immediate cause
A gentleman travelling in the South of occur ; and he has on hand as good Trusses, and will
With poverty and shame.
Europe and Palestine,, in 1830, heard so furnish any kind of Truss that can be had elsewhere. to the viscera, promote the peristaltic action, best Physicians, who make use of it in their prac it be from internal or external injury ¡i JAMES
cleanse
the
stomach
and
bowels
from
un

tice. The names of a few individuals, who have cured by persevering in the use oulffice on the *^a
much said in the latter place in praise of Any person who purchases a Truss at this establish
Tkiia rv
i n n 1 nl A r\Y Ct Twin . ' ,
A middling farmer thinks he can
This greatI »tir
principle
of “ PUR(j[j
Jew David’s Plaster; and of the (as he con ment. ¡fit does not suit, can exchange until they are well healthy accumulations, and purify and enliv given their testimony in favor of this article are
without additional charge.
en the blood in the most thorough and effec here subjoined, and for a more full account see sickness is beginning to be appreciate [jjTlie publi
Set up Io be a gentlerpan,
sidered) miraculous cures it had performed, suited,
J. F. F. manufactures as many, as twenty different tual manner.
the envelone to the bottle.
found much more convenient to taL ilèïor
err
And sit down
that he WaS induced to try it on his own kinds of Trusses, among which . are all the different
Lunt charged
They are the most certain remedy for all Doct. Amory Hunting, Doct. JSamuel Morrill, sional dose, of half a dozen Pills, and j! mount
charged
person, for a Lung and Liver Affection, the kiiids similar to those that the late Mr. John Beath, of
“
'
TÍmbthy
Baylies,
But after many a turn and twist,
“ Truirfan Abell,
well , than to send for a Doctor and - :jjjAilvertisei
removal of which had been the . chief object this city, formerly made, and all others advertised in those prevalent Diseases called Dyspepsia,
0 Jere. Ellsworth,
CJ Thomas Brown,
Is set down on the pauper list,
blistered,.and salivated —with the cer|i
Boston, together with the patent elastic spring Truss, Jaundice, Liver Complaints, Heartburn, Diz
psiness depart
“ Albert Guild.
of
his
journey,
but
which
had
resisted
the
u
William
Perry,
A fool, not worth a cent !
if you are not killed, you will be s<
with spring pads;; Trusses without steel springs—
ie publishers...
AN INTERESTING CASE.
genial influence of that balmy and delicious these give relief in all cases of rupture, and a large i ziness,, Headache, Wandering or Settled
months
of
miserable
weakness,
andt|J
Pains, Sinking Faintness, Sour Stomach, Loss Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, ‘
climate.
portion produce a perfect cure—they can be worn day
p’All
When tradesmen’s wives and daughters fair.,
who
is
benefitted-is
y.our
Doctor,
.Ulster County, N\ Y., to the proprietors : ( difference between the ap~~~1 Appetite, Weakness of the Limbs, Nervous
He accordingly applied a plaster on the and.night ; improved h‘i.age and pivot Truss ; umbili- of
ppearanceoft- ¡eeditorial dût
Setup with silks and Leghorns rare,
Debility,
Costivehess,
Piles,
and
all
Diseases
cal
spring
'Frusses,
made
in
four
different
ways
;
T
rus

Yours
of
the
9lh
inst.
was
duly
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A
^««■♦7»
J
I,
■
« ____ ir "ne
right side of the chest, where the pain was
persons—cine has been treated by
;,R
emicö, as
Tq look most wondrous winning,
with ball and socket joints ; Trusses lor Prqlap- caused
,
by an unhealthy state of the Stomach remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable jpractitioner.—see how pale and deb&
seated, another between the shoulders, and ses
suS
Ani;
by
wearing
whjch
persons
troubled
with
Pulmonary
Balsam,
in
the
Winter
and
Spring
of
1
and
Bowels.
’
Thby sit upon a slippery stand,
is, see how. the shadow of death (b
one over the region of the liver.
In the a descent of thé réctum can ride on horseback with
1885. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a £
glance from his emaciated
Till indigence, yvith iron hand,
mean time, he drank freely of an herb tea perfect..ease and Safety.: Mr. Foster, also makes . They - are the unrivalled and efficacious long time with the consumption. His physician solitary
’
see how he trembles in every limb ]
of laxative qualities.
He soon found his Trusses, for Prolapsus, Uteri, which have answered compound of a
Upsets their underpinning.
had
given
him
up.
He
was
reduced
so
low
as
to
’
(f/^REGULAR
PHYSICIAN«/^
in cases‘where pessaries have tailed. Suspensory
sunk ; his teeth destroyed-hjs
health improving : and in a few weeks his Trusses,
be. unable to help himself, and was raising a •perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet,just(
knee caps and back-boards are always
Some ladies too, whose costly'gear
cough left him, the sallowness of bis skin dis kept on hand. As a matter of convenience, and not of and Graduate of the
large quantity of blood, when he commenced (the Doctor arrogates to himself cjJ y H E PI
NEW-HAMPSHIRE MEDICAL COLLEGE,
appeared, his pain was removed, and his speculation, the undersigned will keep on hand the fol
using the Balsam, which effected a complete cure
•Has made them to their husbands dear,
says, “ most inveterate case of Ln
lowing kinds from other manuf^ctorjes, which tliey can who has made the study of Medicine his pro and he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was. !
health became perfectly reinstated.
Set up to lead the ton
plaint”—“ nothing but,the most energy | But this V
hâve
if
his
does
hot
suit
them
;
diter
a
fair
trial,
they
fession.
Mr. Moody has removed from this town, but he
9
Since
that
time
he
has
been
recommend

saved him.”
Eneigctic, mem I
Though they’re high on fashion’s ieot,
can éxchangë for any' of them : —Dr. lldll’s ; Read’s
Being composed entirely of vegetables, they has promised me a mpre detailed account of his dies
ing
it
to his friends and acquaintances, for spiral Truss ; Rundell’s do. ; Salmon’s ball and socket ;
Mercury and Bleeding', ruined his co^ mous Sáñtor
Age, death, or poverty, albeit,
all fixed pains whatever ; such as Rheuma Shermaq’s patent ; French do. ; Marsh’s improved are of such a nature that they may be taken: case, which I will forward you. C. S. CLAY.
better say.—So to save life you muslba" criminal con
Kingston, N.' Y, June 25, 1838:
Will setthem down anon.
tism,. Gout, Head-ache, Nervous Tooth-ache, Truss; Bateman’s do., double and single ; Slone’s for any length, of time by invalids of any age,
with that comforter , of the teeth an*1 jirown into
Argyle,
Nova
Scotia.
without injuring the system or exposing it to
MERCURY—fand’ positively
, ’ ’ \ make a ; M„stapba Ci
Pain in the side, hip, back and limbs, in eve- Trusses ; —also,Trusses for children, of all sizes.
In
the
winter.of
1837
and
1838.,.
I.
was
seized
Some fools sei
to live by law,
Any kind of Trusses repaired at short notice, and take cold.
1
.
erable the sad rftfiiainder
remainder nf
of his nvi»»..,
existent
.ry case of which it has proved an effectual made
with
a
violent
cough'.which
continued
two
or
as good as when hew.
Ihe seraglW;
BEWARE OF PEDLERS ! !
And though tliey are “ are all over jaw,”
called curing. Shocking folly I
cure. He has likewise witnessed the happy
three
months.
My
cough
was
so
severe
that
1
¿/’Ladies wishing for any of these instruments, will
The genuine¡articlecannot.be obtained of
Let. u? now look at your “ purged"j tions<
.- of inn
Soon fail for lack of brains ;
eflects'of its softening and healing qualities be waited upon by Mrs. Foster, al the above place.
was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours man who has taken Brandreth’s Pillsproperty, he
But had the.boobies .only just
in numberless cases of Scrofulous Humors, Mrs. F. has been engaged in the above business for them on any pretence whatever.
during the night, and 1 was much reducectih
-Complaint—he has the'-firth,'elasfit ways
!
I NEVER EMPLOY THEM,
settle*
years.
\
:
'flesh and Strength and my appetite gone. One
Knots, Wens,. While. Swelling, Hard Tu tenThe
Known wber.e they ought to sit at first,
subscriber makes and keeps on hand steeled NOR ALLOW THEM TO SELL MY MEDI of my neighbors'had a bottle of the Vegetable conscious strength, his> countenan« Üad now timi
mours, Stiff Joints, Ague Cakes, Ague in the shoes, for deformed and crooked feet, and is doing this
They’d sav’d a world of pains.
CINES !
and serene, his eye is full and sprf
Breast, and the like, to the united satisfaction every week for children and infants, inth is city, and And all Bitters, put up in phials or snittll Pulmonary Balsam, which he would not sell. the feeling of ne w life and’animalioij MV
L hat an i
He however loaned it tq me till I could procure been confined a few days to his bed,!? been,” (COD!
' from ont of the city. Specimens of his workmanship round bottles, purporting tu be mine,
of himself and others.
A quack set up the doctor’s trade,him another. I experienced immediate relief
'
It has likewise been very beneficial in ca may be'seen at the manufactory.
ed nothing but the true Brandwfs (rouble mys
ARE RANK COUNTERFEITS. ■
Bill Could he use tho sexton’s spade
from it. The first opportunity I had I procured soon rose without any injury beinj , • cnrnfh
He likewise informs individuals he will not make
ses of weakness, such as Weakness and Pain their
As some are base enough to fill the empty more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres
complaints known to any One, except when he is
No better than his pills,
by his constitution. Instead ofbeinj F103 ,
in the Stomach, Weak Limbs, Lameness, Af permitted to.refer io them—it being a misfortune, and bottles with their stuff, and thus deceive the ervation of ray life.
J AMES W. LENOX.
cüstomed to
a weak state he will be st ronger, alb- ïlistomeu
The man might toil from morn till night
fections of the Spine, Female Weaknesses, vmung persons do not want their cases known.
unwary, and some have attempted an imitaDec. 17, 1838. ’
entirely recovered the attack ; tei who attempt
JAMES FREDERICK FOSTER.
And find his match with all bis might,
&c. No female subject to pain or weakness
tion of my Bitters-in papers,
blood and fluids have become puritó Had
I
Boston, March, 1841.
left th
COUNTERFEITS.
BEWARE OF IMPOSITION !
in the back or side, should be without it.
To bury half he kills.
BE CAREFUL OF WHOM YOU PURing purged away the old and impure ü
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue
Wording to t
Married ladies, in delicate situations, find
CHASE
!
Certificate from Dr. Warren.
SOHUiS
uu.VLsu.y renovated,
i uuuvaieu, auu
°
solids .uru
are thereby
and ubiji
lieiu r
You nifty.sei up for what you choose,
great relief from constantly wearing this
Boston, Jan. 7, 1835.
In consequence of these attempts at im po wrapper, on which is a label, signed by Sampson down by useless particles, but hasmi
“ave
NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU
As easily as wear old shoes,
Harv'ng had occasion to observe, that some persons sition, I have been at great expense in having Reed.
plaster.
\
"
instead
of
pi
life and body both.
It. has lately been discovered that the Jew afflicted, with Hernia have suffered much from the new directions and wrappers, and in future INE.
If e’er so low at present;
The principle of purging’ with ft »errib)y affaii
want of a skilful workman in accommodating Trusses
{tTThe outside Yellow Label will have, on "Ollie .. •» ^rvi rx fa r»rvf hinnr Kilt fka
.
David
’
s
or
Hebrew
Plaster
is
a
sure
remedy
But when you \u\ve setup in vain,
i
to the pecnliarities'of their cases, 1 have taken pains to the Bitters in paperswill be done up in a and after December 1839, in: addition to that of Pills, removes nothing but the useks females tn
cayed particles front the. body,—the a
for Corns as the following certificate will inform myself of the competency of Mr. J. F. Foster to different style. See that the envelope has on
Sampson Reed, the signature of Wm. John. Cut corrupt humors ot the blood; ths 1IS soliloqu
And find you have set down again,
show—more can be seen by calling upon our supply the deficiency occasioned by the death of Mr. it my name in full, “ entered according to the ler, one "of his partners.
’Tis terribly unpleasant.
which cause disease'-»—they impedii jvho usherei
Beath, After some months of observation of his work, act of Congress, in the year 1840, by S. O.
*agenls in the Villages.
The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulmo
lions of the liver when they sellili Lamessen1
I am satisfied that Mr. Foster is well acquainted with
CERTIFICATE.
nary
Balsam
has
been
the
cause
for
attempts
to
the manufacture of these instruments, and ingenious in Richardson, M. D., in the Clerk’s Office of
THE GLADNESS OF NATURE.
organ, and which, when
¡eh the dvin
East Bloomfield, Feb. 18,1840.
accommodating them to the variety of cases which oc the District Court of Massachusetts
and on introduce spurious articles, which by partially muscles, produce rheumatism; or, ®
;
BY WILLIAM C. BRYANT.
Messrs Cprnstock ,& Co,—I feel myself under cur. 1 feel myself called upon to recommend him to the other side,; “ Established in 1808, at South assuming the name pf the genuine, are calcula
nerves, .produce gout ; or, upon thei
a( l“e J
g-reat obligation to you or your Jew David’s’ my professional brethren, and to the public, as a per- Reading, County of Middlesex, Massachu ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among duce consumption ; or, upon the intel L: cf h:2 2'
tine of his st
Is this a time to be cloudy and sad,
Plaster.
1 have been troubled with corns on• son well fitted to supply lh,eir wants in regard to these
these
mixtures
are
the
11
American
Pulmonary
setts.” The border around the inside direc
tiveness ; or, upon the lining ol tM sayt q’he <
When our mother Nature laughs around ;
John Ç. Warren.
rny toes for seventeen years, and tried almostt important articles.
Balsam,” “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr
tions, (which are printed on white tissue pa up,” “ Pulmonary P»alsam,” “ Carter’s Com seis, apoplexy and paralysis, and ail. ’
■-----every thing that was recommended, but could|
When even the deep blue heavens look glad,
,
1 hereby certify that I have, for several years past, per) is so curiously engraved that thé words pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pur of disorders so melancholy to the sub V*1. .
And gladness breathes frotm the blossomingr find nothing that did any good, till I tried theI been in the use of Mr. Foster’s Truss for Inguinal Her
of his rim 1!it
“ Dr. S. O. Richardson’s Sherry Wine Bit chasers should enquire for the true article by its, all who behold them.
Hebrew Plaster.
1 pared the corns and applied
nia, and find it to answer every desirable purpose, and
Yes, purging these humors from th signal of pa
ground ?
the Plaster, after having it on about twenty-fourJ consider il far preferable to any other which 1 have em- ters” present themselves in a thousand differ whole name—THE VEGETABLE PULMO
ent forms. As a copy right has been grant NARY BALSAM, and see that it has the marks( the true cure for all these complaints, had’ been of
James Thatcher, M. D.
There are notes of joy from the hang-bird andj hours the Plaster came off, and the corns pealed1 ployed.
ry other form of disease ; thisisnom whispered t
ofl’and left a hollow place, and aro entirely well,
and signatures of the genuine.
ed me,
Plymouth, Nov. 1, 1839.
, tion, it is a demonstrable truth,andest
wren,
and as smooth as they ever were.
Each bottle and seal is stamped “ Vegetable
ALL INFRINGEMENTS WILL BE SEVERELY DEALT
is extending itself; far and wide ilk! sinking of tl
And the gossip of swallows through all the sky ;5
Boston, March 10,1840.
Yours Respectfully,
with according to law. The bottles are near Pulmonary Balsam.”
, known, and more and more appreciate jetween the
I
herelw
certify,
that
I
have
known
Mr.
James
F.
WONTON JOSLIN.
(KFOne more Counterfeit, besides the
The ground squirrel gaily chirps by his den,
3
The cure by purging may mweiff thou give t(
Foster, several years last past, and have frequently em ly ready to be issued, in the same style.
N. B. I would advise all those afflicted with ployed him in the construction of 'Frusses and other
And the willing bee hums merrily by.
All Bitters prepared by me have a fac-sim- “ American Pulmonary Balsam,” and others} on the laws which produce sweetness •
thee ?”
above
alluded
to
!
—
An
attempt
has
been
made
to
corns, to make trial of the Hebrew Plaster.
apparatus for my patients, and have always found him ile of my signature on the outer envelope,
] than may be generally imagined,
deceive the public by a spurious mixture called
E. W. CAPRON & CO.
ready, capable, and faithful, and equal to the occasion
tends to stagnate will produce siete r^.‘Ll.-ands,
The clouds are at play in the azure space,
TO COUNTERFEIT WHICH IS FORGERY.
“ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam,” sometimes
Rochester, N. Y.
for which I have employed him.
AS YOU VALUE HEALTH, BE CARE signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson it tends to putrefaction ; ih'ère^M ¡cald solicit
And their shadows at play on the bright green
John Raxdall, M. D.
Agents for Vermont and N. Hampshire.
of constant exercise is seen.
hdent natui
FUL
!
Lee—said to be prepared by an unprincipled
vale,
When constant exercise £>dhope-'
a»’
For sale, also, by the following sub-Ageuts :
Individuals can have the Trusses sent to them by any
A
liberal
discount
will
be
allowed
on
the
man
in
Bangor,
Me,
The
name
is
written
in
FROM ANY CAUSE, the oceî
And here they stretch to the frolic chase,
Kennebunk,, Alexander Warren ; Kenne- of the packets or vessels by writing the subscriber, sale.
a way to resemble the genuine signature, and is
JTEL . “ The tas
And there they roll on the easy gale.
I a most foul attempt to deceive the public and Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTE!
bunk port, Oliver Bourn ; Pells, Seth Hatch ; (James F. Foster) 305 Washington st. Boston.
For sale, wholesale and retail, at the
fas the rep
avoid the punishment that awaits actual forgery. Thus the conduits of the Blood, 111
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
doctor’s OFFICE, 15 HANOVER STREET,
of life, are kept free from thosi j thyself.”
There’s a danee pf leaves in that aspen bower,
Commissioiwrs
5
Notice.
For
sale
by
REED,
WING
&
CUTLER,
Kennebunk, March 4th, 1841.
BOSTON,
which would prevent its steady a -There’s a titter of winds in that beechen tree,
E having been appointed by the Judge and in most Towns throughout the New- (late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs, tering health. Thus, morbid hum Mustapha
Medicines,
Paints
and
Dye
Stuffs,
No.
54
Chat

Sheriff’s Sale.
If from th
There’s a smile on the fruit, and a smile on the
of Probate, for the county of York, England States.
/
ham Street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun vented from becoming mixed with»
flower,
to receive and examine the claims of the sevYork, ss.—June 26,1841.
(Qr’Price, 75 cents per bottle—50 cents try merchants generally in New England, and in ture which is thus assisted through forid wiser
Y virtue ot an execution in my hands for eral creditors of
And a laugh from the brook that runs to the sea.
per paper.
the principal places throughout the United States and outlets which she has provided^ e impaled
JOTHAM STORER,
collection against James Lord, Jun
For sale by D. Remich, A. Warren, S. Jor and British Provinces. Price 50 cents.
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices » toon] was t
And look at the broad-faced sun, how he smiles
whose estate is represented insolvent, give dan—in Kennebunk-port, by Oliver Bourn.
ior, ot Berwick, in said county of York,
For sale by
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson adi’s deput
yeoman, 1 have tuken on execution, and shall notice that six months from the seventh day
On the dewy earth that smiles in his ray,
May 1, 1841.
eop6m.
DANIEL REMICH.
Bowery, between Prince and Uovi low rumb
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Streell[ ..
On the leaping waters and the gay young isles ; sell at PUBLIC VENDNE, at the store of of June current, are allowed to said creditors
September 4, 1840.
New Arrangement
Baltimore, 80 South Charles SlM
811
Parks & Harris in Berwick aforesaid, on to bring in and prove their claims ; and we
Ay, look, and he’ll smile thy gloom away.
id a dark, v
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
Saturday, the 7th day of August next, at will attend to that service at the store of TT will be seen by a notice on the first page
R. SEARS’ UNIVERSAL SANGUIAlbany, Corner of Green andHii ' In this c
two o’clock in the. afternoon, all the estate, George A. Frost in said Sanford, on the JL and the leading editorial article, that a new
THE SLANDERER.
NAR1AN or BLOOD-ROOT PILLS.
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street cribe, and ]
right, title and interest, which the said James first Tuesday in August next, and the first arrangement has been made in reference to
His heart is gall—his tongUe is fire—
The proprietor feels the fullest confidence inCincinnati, 119 Main street.
Lord, Junior, has by virtue of a contract in Tuesday in December next, from ten to four the publication of this paper. Such an ar
owed. Th
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street
His soul too base for generous ire ;
writing, to a conveyance of the following de o’clock each day.
rangement has long been in contemplation the superior virtue of these Pills. Still they
St.
Louis,
Mis.
56 1-2 MarketsWii ‘®“on
th
are
presented
to
the
public
on
their
own
mer

His sword too keen for noble use ;
AMOS F. HOWARD, ? Comfn:sh.s by the subscriber. He is induced to make it
scribed real estate, with the buildings there
Hight was
Kew Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
CALEB S. EMERY, $ Eommisis. by ill-health, which renders it desirable its alone, and his only wish is to have their
on, viz :—A certain tract or parcel of land
His shield and buckler are—abuse.
Charleston, 70 Meeting street,
sea
Sanford, June 17, 1841.
situate in said Berwick and bounded as fol
that he should relieve himself from a claim subjected to the severe but satisfactory
s cause ! .
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
rm
lows—Easterly by the road leading from
portion of the burthen of carrying on the es test of intelligent experience.
\UTHow to be secure from few reney cst.
New York, April 9th, 1839.
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• Dr. S. Ö. Richardson'1 s Sherry Wine Bitters
FJMIF. subscriber continues to manufacture J’russesof ARE the Only su ré remedy for Dyspepsia
A evejy desci-ipiion,.at his residence, at thc oldstand I
--------------and Jaundice that has ever been
discovopposite 284, No. 305, Washington St., B«ston, (en- ( eped__and their general use for 32 years, with
‘
I recommend^ions from 4I.0 most eminent of
Having had twenty years’experience, he has afibrd- (he Medical 1’acuity, and editorial notices
fed relied to tlwea' thousand persons, for tlw last fiÿé i from .i.r,
.. Pnsf
the Boston iib-.,.m»
Morning
Post, Rnatnn
Boston Dailv
Daily
»years. A II may rest assured of relief who cal l. and try Mail, Plymouth Memorial, Amoskeag Repre
Trusses
’
of
his
manufacture.
He
is
now
confident
he
* * ,*? -8
sentative, Barnstable Patriot, Essex Banner,
...’ K
can
gi.ce
v every individual relief who may call on him.
flUThe public are cautioned against the many Haverhill Gazelle, Lowell Patriot, Bunker
Hill Aurora, Charlestown, Portsmouth Ga
quacks who promise wha.t-they cannot perform.
Having worn the different kinds of Trusses, more or , zette, N. H., Dover Gazette, N. II., Northern
less, that have been offered to the public for the last | Star, R. I., Lincoln Telegraph, Me., Nbwtwenty years, from different patent manufactories, and
now continues to wear those of his own manufacture, York Evening Signal, &c. must assure the
he is now able to decide, after examining the rupture, afflicted that they possess wonderful merit.
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.Great Falls to Little River Falls in Lebanon ;
tablishment, and by his anxiety to adjust his
Schooner Nile.
to be Brandreth'sfdls. r meat ^ar'
To Dr. J. B. Sears—Dear sir,—Having by purporting,
Southerly by land of James Goweli ; West
Never purchase without beingjiM
THE new packet schooner old accounts. Having been in business ma
the
use
of
three
boxes
of
your
U.
Sanguina‘ Massa want to know if you can’t settle erly by land of Moses Clements, and North
that the person selling has an Ei® busii F3r?
NILE, Daniel Ward, Master, ny years, he has a large number of unadjust
rian or Blood Root Pills, been entirely cured tificate of Agency, and [fj3observe ill be cif ,;
having superior accommodations ed accounts, a considerable portion of which
dis small bill to-day, kase he wants de erly by land of John Goweli, containing sev
of
a
complication
of
bilious
complaints
with
enty acres, more or less.—Also, one other
renewed; no Certificate bgg? alll
’for passengers, will sail from are of long standing. As, so far as concerns
money bad,’’ said a darky to a gentleman
dou| t
tract or parcel of land, situate in said Ber “ KENNEBUNK for BOSTON,
the newspaper establishment, new books will which 1 had been afflicted for between two after 12 months from date tl ’ "" lf‘
yesterday.
bly A5e,
and three years, it is with feelings of heart bolder are genuine.
wick, being a part of lot numbered two, in
’
be
opened
from
this
date,
he
would
be
happy
— AND FROM —
Sub-Agents in Yorkl^-iL
‘ No, 1 can’t. This is the third time you the sixth range in Berwick commons, so call
empsque
to have the old ones settled with as little de felt gratitude that I now address you to ac
BOSTON for KENNEBUNK,
quaint you of the fact. 1 had consulted sev by Mr. John O. LaNgiB ({
have come for that money to-day.
Your ed, and bounded as follows, viz : beginning
hon^ha fi
every week, during the present season, wind lay as possible. Such as may find it conven
master. isn’t afraid I am going to run away, at the South East of twenty-nine acres and and weather permitting. For Freight or Pas ient to pay the balances due will oblige him eral eminent physicians, taken plentifully of Agent in Maine—or ;
i oth(% H
one quarter of an acre of land lately belong sage, apply to
by so doing, and those to whom it would be Brandreth’s, Lee’s, and many other pills, but Principal New Englar^t
is he V
D. & S, WARD.
conf^ de
19
H
anover
S
t
.,
19,
j
|
(
I hav*
inconvenient to pay at present can “ balance all to no purpose ; in fact I continually grew
4 Not zactly—but look heea,’ said the ing to William Guptill, 3d, deceased, on the
Kennebunk-port, May 21, 1841.
1m
KENNEBUNK, J( >
more feeble and emaciated—my usual weight
North by part of said lot, on the interest line,
by
note.
”
It
is
not
his
wish
to
urge
immedi

darky, slyly and mysteriously, ‘ he’s a
Acton, Evans &, Héìjtr
A ’ sak
when
in
health
was
175
lbs.
and
I
was
reduc

so called, and running from thence Souther
ate
payment,
but
simply
to
make
a
settlement
Notice.
Alfred, Benjamin F.1É
gzvaoin to run,away himself, and dare for ly on said interest line, thirty-five rods, thence
ed co 115. I had no appetite, and the lit
Berwick, N. SheldotW HE subscriber having contracted with of his books.—Newspaper and advertising tle food I did eat was poorly digested. I was
w^nts to make a big rais.’
d my
South sixty-four and one-half degrees, West
Berwick, S. Parks & '
the town of Wells for the support of bills, up to this date, will be made out as soon at last confined to my room and most of the
one hundred and sixty rods to the Westerly
as
practicable
and
forwarded
to
those
indebt

>self
;
Berwick,
S.
J.
S.
T.
Qthe poor of said town, for one year commen
ste S
An instructor was once greviously an range line of said lot, thence Northerly on
time to my bed. While in this appalling
J. K. REMICH.
Buxton, H. McKenney,«.
cing in September last, and having made am ed.
noyed by the 5 levity and inattention of said range line thirty-nine rods, to the South
ll“»y h
“
J. C. Lewis, lint <
N. B. Country Produce will be received, condition a friend inquired if I had tried your
ple provision for their maintenance, forbids
Cornish, Cotton LintJnnnen
one of. his class. At last in a fit of exas West corner of said twenty-nine acre lot, all persons harboring or trusting them on his as heretofore, in payment for the Gazette, B, R. Pills, being answered in the negative
P
l(;ven.
Hollis, Jonathan Ru,§t> amperation, he seized the chalk with a de thence North sixty-five degrees east, by said account or on account of the town, as he will from those to whom it is more convenient so he recommended them to me, having him
day
Kennebunk-port,
S.^t
^
r
bidi
self
been
restored
by
their
use
from
a
some

lot
one
hundred
and
sixty
rods
to
the
point
to pay.
moniac clutch and sketched on the black
pay no bills for their support
Lebanon, James Br^J./tcUrrow
what similar, though less aggravated compli
begun, containing thirty-seven acres.
The
terms
remain
the
same
as
before.
' “
Frederic A*»- * WI
ENOCH GOODALE.
hoard the lineaments of a Zero, adding :
cation of diseases. I immediately sent to
s hore o
Conditions, &c. at sale.
Gazette Office, July 12.
tf
Wells, Jan. 15, 1841.
Limerick, John Sanbeft\ ’ »
‘ II—, your knowledge may justly be
your central office, procured a box, and be
MARK E. MARSHALL, D. Sh’ff.
he jour
Limington, Winburn t
represented by that figure.’ ‘lam very
Job Printing.
ing partially relieved by their use, purchased
Berwick, July 1.
ts
‘S rapidly
Limington, E. Henry L
Ivory
Goodwin
happy,’’responds the tormentor, ‘to see
HE subscriber will hereafter devote his two boxes more; and now, although scarce
Lyman, Benjamin Duir^
%ythe s
NTENDS keeping a Stand, during the
Sheriff’s Sale.
attention almost exclusively to Job ly two weeks has elapsed since I commenced
there is no end to it.’
Aleiofield, M. & P. S.Wc
»dy sent
present season, for the sale of
AKEN on execution, and will
taking them, by the blessing of Providence I
Printing.
Having
a
great
variety
of
“
S. C. Adams.^, k
York, ss....
Ms
;and
he
sold
at
PUBLIC
AUChave
entirely
recovered
my
former
health
FRESH FISH.
Parsonsfield, F< &
JOB & ORNAMENTAL TYPE,
‘ Dad—dad, I come plaguy near selling
TION, on Tuesday, the 10th day of August,
<& c . cfe c .
and am fast gaining strength and flesh. 1
—ALSO“
William Stac. >)èr frined to c<
my pig to Mr. Hobson to-day.’
£heyarriv
A. D. 1841, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, at CORNED, PICKLED & DRY FISH, he is prepared to execute Books, Pamphlets shall call to-morrow for two or three dozen
“
John' Morrill.
‘ Ah, sonny, how near did you come to the store of Clark & Marshall, in York, all where those wishing to purchase can be ac Blanks, Show-bills, Cards, &c. &c. at short ■. boxes which I intend to take to rny residence
Sanford, J. M. BodwelD•ns
7. FasbaofK
“
Howard & Kendlin Execute thi
it V
the right in equity which Samuel Stone, Jr., commodated,
notice and in the neatest manner.
Orders in S. Carolina next week, by which time!
Shapleigh, Moses Goodw^’
‘ Why, I ax’d Hobson if he wanted to of said York, has to redeem certain real esKennebunk-Landing, May 20,1841.
are respectfully solicited.
think I can safely venture to travel.
(greedy am
Saco, McIntire & Beck.
JAMES K. REMICH.
buy my pig, and he said no ; but if he’d tate situate in said York, together with the
Yours truly,
J AS. S. HUBBELL.
Wells, Joshua E. LittlefieJ Wad of cc
buildings
thereon
standing,
containing
about
Kennebunk,
July
17.
tt
only said yes, how neat I’d had him though,
“
George LittlefieS
Rark Waited.
Ranydegr
twelve acres, more or less, and adjoining
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Blaisdell
wouldn’t 11’
ASH
will
be
paid
for
one
hundred
cords
Drugs,
Medicines,
&c.,
lands of Chas. Moody, John Kingsbury and
& Thurston, East-Thomaston, Me. by whom
of BARK, at the Tannery formerly
DR. E. C. DREW
orders for the Medicine will be faithfully at
Wells, Barak Maxwell. JS* | ^ara « fre
A petuleht old lady having refused a heirs of Robert R. Moody, being the same
owned by D. W. Lord & Co.
whereon he now lives, the same having been
TITAS just received, and offers for sale, a tended; to. For sale, also, by the following
York, Edward Chase.
“ f Pa3 T ould
DANIEL SMITH & Co.
suitor to her neice, he expostulated with attached on the original writ. The above
JOL good assortment of
“
Alexander DennetfflIR
4gre t
Agents
Kennebunk, Daniel Remich, Alex
Kennebunk-port,
July
24.
3w
her, and questioned her plainly to divulge property is mortgaged to Solomon Brooks’of
«
G. M. Freeman.
m T
ander Warren, Samuel Jordan and Samuel
B.
BRANDRETH
tl
her reasons. “ I see the villain in your said York, to secure the payment of $50 and
L. Osborn ; Wells, Barak Maxwell, Erastus
—AND ALL ARTICLES USUALLY KEPT INIjinseed Oil.
241 Broadway^ of ;
face,;’ said she. ■ ‘ That is a personal re interest, by Deed, dated December 28, 1838,
Littlefield and Geo. E. Baker ; York, J.
OR sale, by the subscriber, ENGLISH
May, 1839.
^the c<
and recorded on the Uth page of the 164th
jection, madam,’1 answered the lover.
Brooks and George M. Freeman.
—- --------------------- - -------- -—__^Sex
LINSEED
OIL,
first
quality,
at
Bos

Book of York County Registry of Deeds.
August 21,1840.
s
eply
fiT’A share of public patronage is respect
ton prices, by the bbl.
WM. LORD.fully solicited.
N. G. MARSHALL, D. Sh’ff.
A dandy who wanted the milk passed
Room Paper. 4° »
Kennebunk, May 27,1841.
York, June 29, 1841.
Kennebunk-port, July 5, 1841.
to him, at a hotel, thus asked for it:
Paper.
CASE more of low priced
’
“ Landlady, please pass your cow down
Ktowsi Salt.
• Porto Rico Molasses,
namelled visiting cardsCASE low priced ruled Writing and Let A PERS, just received and this .
this way.” The landlady thus retorted :
ed—embracing a great variety oK?,
ls
F superior quality—iust received by
plain and embossed.
ter PAPER, for sale by
EOi SACKS BLOWN §ALT-for sale
For sale by
D.Jtbech
“ Waiter take this cow down where the
For sale by
D. REMICH.
J. CURTIS & Co.
by J. CURTIS fc Co.
DANIEL REMICH.
calf is bleating A
Kennebunk, June 19,1841.
Kennebunk, April 10, 1841.
Kennebunk, June 8,1841,
M
» Kennebunk, June 18,1841,
Kennebunk, Jan. 9,1841.
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